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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE OF THE INVESTIGATION
1-1.INTRODUCTION

Inhigherplants,theorganicmatterandtheenergyrequiredfor themaintenance of the plant originate from photosynthesis, so that the latter is an
importantyield-determiningprocess.Consequently,quantitativedatarelating
to the photosynthetic activity of crop plants are important, e.g.for investigationsinto themaximumproduction capacityunder normal outdoorconditions or under optimumconditions,for theestablishment ofthelight-,CO2-,
and temperature requirements in glass house culture, and for investigations
intothepossibilityofplantselectionatanearlystageofdevelopment.
Inthisconnection, severalaspectsofphotosynthesisareofinterest:
1. Under normal outdoor conditions, the C02-concentration is relatively
constant,butlightandtemperaturevaryconsiderably.Therefore,studiesonthe
effect ofsuchfactors on photosynthesisinnormal airmayprovideimportant
data, e.g.on the light intensity at which respiration compensates photosynthesis, on the efficiency of light energy conversion, on the saturating light
intensityand thecorrespondingrate ofphotosynthesis.
2. Fordeterminationoftheabsolutemaximumrate,andinconnectionwith
C02-fertilization in glass house culture,the effects of light, temperature, and
C02-concentration should beconsidered.
3. Systematicinvestigation of the influence of light,temperature,and CO2
uponphotosynthesisprovideinformation aboutthenatureoftherate-hmiting
process, becausethe photochemicalprocesses,the diffusion of reactants, and
thechemicalprocessesaredifferently affected bythesefactors.
2
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4. The rate of diffusion of CO2 from the external air towards the chloroplasts, partly depends upon the dimensions of the diffusion path in thestomata, theintercellular spaces andthe mesophyll cells. In this connection, the
study of the stomatal regulation of photosynthesis is important, because the
stomatal aperture is influenced by several factors, e.g. by the water content
of the leaf and, consequently, thewater supply to theleaf, andthe transpiration rate (STÂLFELT, 1956), andbythelight intensity andthe CC>2-concentration (FREUDENBERGER, 1940,SCARTH and SHAW, 1951, HEATH and RUSSELL,
1954).
Qualitatively, much is known about photosynthesis, but the quantitative
data which areavailablevary widely.Thisisclearlydemonstrated inthesurvey
by RABINOWITCH (1951, Table 28.VI) of the maximum rates byleaves of land
plants under natural conditions: large differences occur, even for the same
species under similar climatic conditions. Also, in experiments onthe relation
between CCVconcentration andphotosynthesis, thevaluesgivenfor saturating
C02-concentrations vary widely. With Asparagus, MÜLLER (1958) required
10%CO2to obtain saturation, whereas, in wheat, HOOVER, JOHNSTON, and
BRACKETT (1933) observed saturation inair with 0.11 %CO2.
We agree with RABINOWITCH that the differences observed have to beascribed inpart to experimental errors which, in experiments with higher plants
enclosed in assimilation chambers, areeasily introduced. Some possible sources ofuncertainty arelisted in thefollowing paragraphs.
a. Thephysiological state oftheleafmaychange duringanexperiment. For
example, in excised leaves or in plants with insufficient water supply to the
roots, the water balance of the leaf maychange, and this mayresult in adecreased photosynthetic rate, because the water balance affects the stomatal
opening (STÂLFELT, 1956)aswell astheactivity of the photosynthetic process
itself (SCHNEIDER and CHILDERS, 1941, LOUSTALOT, 1945, ASHTON, 1956).
Furthermore, in excised leaves or in leaf discs, the transport of assimilates is
hindered and,in experiments ofextended duration, this mayaffect the photosynthetic activity.
b. The heat conductivity and the specific heat of the air are low, so
that considerable differences between air temperature and leaf temperature
may occur (TRANQUILLINI, 1954, RASCHKE, 1956).In many experiments, however,the temperature conditionsareinadequatelydefined, because leaf temperatures have not been measured, while effective means ofpreventing excessive
temperatures have been omitted.
c. In experiments with normal air,theCCVconcentration limits photosynthesis at high light intensities, so that the observed rate depends upon the
average C02-concentration in the assimilation chamber, and hence upon
severalexperimental factors, e.g.theinitial C02-concentration, thedimensions
of the leaf, therate ofairsupply, thedimensions ofthe chamber as compared
with those of the leaf, and the position of the leaf in the chamber. In many
experiments, however, no allowance hasbeen made for thereduced C02-concentration in the chamber, so that the methodical features mentioned will
have affected the observed rate of photosynthesis. To minimize such errors,
high rates ofair supply have been recommended (KOSTYTSCHEW et al, 1927,
HEINICKE and HOFFMAN, 1933, DECKER, 1947) but even so, fluctuations inthe
initial concentration {cf. CHAPMAN, GLEASON and LOOMIS, 1954) will still be
reflected in the experimental results.
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d. Even with sufficient control of the experimental conditions, several factors are interrelated, so that the effect of the factor under investigation may
easily be obscured. Increased light intensity, e.g., affects temperature, transpiration, and, in the event of increased photosynthesis, the average CCVconcentration. Moreover, light and CO2affect the degree of stomatal opening, so
that these factors may influence photosynthesis directly aswellas indirectly.
e. In experiments in which the air is supplied to the chambers bythe action
of aspirators of limited volume (BOYSEN-JENSEN, 1934, HOLDHEIDE, HUBER,
and STOCKER, 1936, STOCKER, REHM, and PAETZOLD, 1938, MICHAEL, 1954,
LUNDEGÂRDH, 1954),the experimentsareofshortduration. Unless precautions

are taken, the steady state values may not be obtained.
ƒ. In experiments with entire plants and with non-collimated light beams
from artificial sources, it is difficult to define the light intensity, because it is
strongly influenced by the distance from the light source. Moreover, the comparison ofthelightintensitiesusedindifferent experimentsisrendered difficult
because photometric units (lux or foot-candle) as well as energy values have
been used.
In the present paper, experiments designed to analyse the photosynthetic
activity of crop plants from the viewpoints outlined in the beginning of this
chapter, are described. Several measures have been taken to exclude experimental errors asmuch aspossible.The scope of the investigations isdealt with
in the next section.
1-2. OUTLINE OF THE INVESTIGATION

For a successful attack on these problems, the rate of photosynthesis and
the experimental conditions must be measured accurately, and independent
variation of the conditions should be possible. Equipment designed to meet
these requirements is described in Chapter II.
In fact, the experimental conditions actually measured (incident light
energy,leaftemperature,C02-concentration oftheairbefore and after passage
of the leaf) only give an approximation of the physiologically important conditions, which are the temperature and the light intensity in the chloroplasts,
and the C02-concentration close to the leaf surface. Obviously, the relation
between both types of conditions, and, consequently, the reliability and reproducibility of the experimental results, is strongly affected by the experimental
set-up. A discussion of this relationship is attempted in Chapter III.
Measurements of the influence of light, carbon dioxide, and temperature
upon the rate of photosynthesis in cucumber, spinach, tomato, sugar beet,
and turnip are presented in Chapter IV.
In the course of the experiments, it became desirable to investigate the stomatalcontrolofphotosynthesis.Tothispurposephotosynthesis, transpiration,
and leaf temperature were measured simultaneously in the same leaf. From
these data, the diffusion resistances in the external air, in the stomata, and in
the mesophyll cellscould be computed. The underlying principles, data on the
effect of light intensity and carbon dioxide upon the stomatal diffusion resistance, and an analysis of the stomatal control of photosynthesis are presented
in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER II

MATERIAL AND METHODS
II—1. GENERAL

The plants used were grown under controlled conditions. Forthe measurement of photosynthesis, transpiration, and leaf temperature, plants were
transferred to the experimental set-up, in which the light intensity, theCO2concentration, the leaf temperature, and the humidity of the air could be
varied over awide range. Most experiments were made with oneleaf, attached
totheplant, sothat thewater supply oftheleafand thetransport of assimilates
were not hampered. Moreover, as mentioned in the previous chapter, the
light intensity canbe better defined for a single leaf than for an entire plant.
Air with a definite C02-concentration andwater vapour content wassupplied
to the leaf, which was enclosed in a "Plexiglass" assimilation chamber. The
CC>2-concentration in the air that had passed along the leaf was determined
with theaidofaninfrared gasanalyzer andthe water vapour content with a
lithium chloride hygrometer. Leaf temperature was measured with thermocouples, applied to theunder surface ofthe leaf.
II—2. PLANT MATERIAL AND CULTIVATION OF THE PLANTS
So far, the majority of our experiments has been made with sugar beet,
fodder beet, turnip, tomato, andcucumber. Theplants were grown in a room
at a temperature of 20° ± 1°C for most of the year. In summer, however,
higher temperatures occurred occasionally. Theplant growth equipment has
a battery of 40 "daylight" fluorescent tubes (TL-55, 40 W, PHILIPS) ontop,
and isprovided with light reflecting walls.Aglass plate isinstalled 4cmbelow
the tubes, and the air space between plate and lamps is flushed by a fan, so
that overheating of the plants is prevented. The light intensity at the top of
the plants was5x 104erg.sec _1 .cm -2 , in the spectral region between 400 and
700 mfjt,.

The plants were usually raised in fine gravel, in light-tight, two liter preserving jars. They were supplied with HOAGLAND'S solution, with iron added as ferric potassium ethylenediamine tetra-acetate, cf. JACOBSON (1951).
By way of glass tubes, sealed in the bottom, sets of 10containers were connected with a stock flask, containing 50 liters of nutrient solution. Two or
three times a daythenutrient solution wasaerated andpumped into the containers. As soon as the containers were completely filled, the solution was
drained back into the flask. The amount of solution remaining in the gravel
proved sufficient for healthy growth. The stock solution was renewed every
week.
II—3. APPARATUS FOR THE CONTINUOUS RECORDING OF THE C02-CONCENTRATION INTHEAIR

11-3-1. Principle of the method and technical details of the apparatus. The
C02-concentration was measured with a recording infrared gas analyzer of
the selective detector type. Except forthemicrophone, theapparatus was built
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen59(13), 1-68(1959)
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in ourlaboratory. In order to facilitate the description of technical details, a
short explanation of the principle will follow. A more extensive exposition is
given e.g. in EGLE and ERNST (1949), WEIGL (1950), STRUGGER and BAUMEISTER (1951), EGLE and SCHENK (1951), and KLUYVER (1952).

The method isbased upon theinfrared absorption of CO2(astrong band at 4.3n anda
weaker one at2.7jx).The difference ininfrared-transmission oftwo gas samples with known
and unknown C02-content, isdetermined. Theairsamples areflushedthrough theanalyzer
tube Tl andthe reference tube T2(fig. 1).Both tubes areprovided with infrared-transmitting
micawindows W\,2,3,4.Infrared radiation, generatedintheradiators R\ and Rl isadmitted
to the tubes.Dependent ontheCCVconcentrationoftheairsamples,part ofthe radiationin
the C02-absorption bands,isabsorbed. The difference between the intensities inthese bands
at theexit ofTl andT2reflects thedifference inCCte-concentrationoftheairsamples,andis
measured.
Theintensity differences are small,sothatforadequate accuracy either theradiators orthe
detection method should beselective forthe4.3 and/or 2.7[xbands. Selective radiators,e.g.
C02-producing flames, were applied by DINGLE and PRYCE (1940) and by SCARTH, LOEWY,

and SHAW (1948). For reasons of stability, however, non-selective radiators, consisting of
electrically heated metalwiresaretobepreferred, andare commonly used atpresent,inconjunctionwithaselectivedetectionmethod. MCALISTER (1937)isolated the4.3(J.bandbymeans

JVO...
Ti

T2

Shij'

Ijl

FIG. 1.Diagram, illustrating theinfrared C02-analyzer. Forexplanation seetext.
of a spectrograph andmeasured theintensity with a thermopile-galvanometer system.The
apparatus requiredisrather delicateand expensive,sothatatpresent non-dispersive,selective
detectors aremore commonly used. Essentially, they consist of two small cells, D\ and D2
(fig. 1),providedwithinfrared-transmitting rocksaltwindows, W5and W6, andseparated bya
thinmetalmembrane,El. Thismembraneisoneoftheelectrodesofacondenser microphone,
Mier.Theotherelectrode,E2,isrigidandperforated, whereastheperforated plateE3ispresent
for reasons of symmetry. D\ andD2arefilledwithCO2orwithair,withahighC02-content,
sothattheradiation inthe4.3and 2.7jxbandsstillpresentattheexitofTl andJ2 isabsorbed
inthesecells.
Thebeamsofinfrared radiation areinterrupted synchronously byarotatingsectordiscSh,
drivenbythesynchronousmotor Mo. Thus,energyisintermittently absorbedinthe detection
cells,resultinginpressure oscillations ofthe gas inD\ andD2, andinvibration ofthe partition
membrane El, causing capacity oscillations inthecondenser microphone. Thesize of these
oscillations dependsupon thedifference inCCVconcentrationoftheairsamplesinT\ and T2.
Thesignalinducedinthemicrophone isamplified, rectified, andmeasuredwiththerecording
mA-meter, Rec.
Ourexperimentswerestarted withanapparatus, obtained from the PhysicalLaboratoryof
theUtrecht University,anddesigned byKLUYVER(1952)forthemeasurement ofC13-isotopes.
In the course ofthe experimentsitbecame desirabletoadapt the apparatus more specifically
to ourproblems,and,exceptforthemicrophone,anewapparatus wasbuilt.Thegreater part
ofitwasdesigned byDr.J.A.J. STOLWUK,atthat timeamember ofthe staff ofthis laboratory.Severaltechnicaldifliculties had tobeovercome before our aimofan accuracyof1 ppm
wasreached.Sometechnicaldetailswillbedescribed.
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 59(13),1-68 (1959)

The radiators comprise zigzagged nichrome wires, (diameter 0.4mm, length 110mm,resistance 1Ohm), spotwelded onto steel pins, and protruding into the cylindrical cavity of a
brass housing. The steel pins are led through small holes in the back of the brass housing,
from whichtheyareinsulated byporcelainbeads,clamped intheholes,whiletheyarefixedto
theback wallby a layer of cement (5parts talcum and 1part water glass).The radiators are
connected in series, and fed from a stabilized 12VAC-source. Thin mica windows protect
themfrom draught.
An aluminum sector discwith four apertures, and driven by a synchronous motor at 750
rpm, interrupts the beams 50 times per second. A bicycle dynamo (PHILIPS Philidyne, 6 V,
0.5A,connected with6V AC)isusedasasynchronousmotor.Themotorhousingisclamped
ina brassjacket, so that the motor can be turned along itsaxisfor phaseadjustment of the
signal. Moreover, the motor can be moved in a vertical plane, for ascertaining synchronous
interruption of thebeams.
The detector is essentially the same as that described by KLUYVER (1952). However, the
partition membrane which, originally, was made from aluminum foil of 30|x.thickness, has
been replaced by a nickel foil 8[ithick, kindly placed at our disposal by the "Nederlandsche
RadioUnie".Thenickelfoil distortslessthanthe aluminum foil, sothatthesensitivity of the
apparatus remainsunchanged for longperiods.
The analyzer and reference tubes are of stainless steel, 30cm long, and of 3 cm diameter.
Theyareprovided withmicawindows.Diaphragms, mounted on thetubes,enablethebeams
to be balanced when the analyzer and reference tubes are filled with air of equal CCte-concentrations.
All mechanical parts are mounted on top of a heavy i-shaped iron block, and the whole
assemblyisenclosedinanironbotf.
A diagram of the electronic circuit for amplification and subsequent rectification of the
signal induced in the microphone, as designed by Dr. STOLWIJK, is presented in fig. 2. The
rectified signalismeasuredwitharecordingmA-meter (MetrawattPC-120, internal resistance
6kOhms,full scaledeflection 120mmfor 1mA).

II-3-2. The calibration of the CO^-analyzer and the measurementof the
COvrconcentration inair samples. Inthephotosynthesis experiments,asample
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FIG. 2. Electronic circuit of the infrared CC>2-analyzer. MICR = condenser microphone
(capacity 200 pF); REC = recorder (internal resistance 6 kOhms, full scale deflection 100mA).
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of the air which has passed the leaf, is supplied to the analyzer tube, while the
reference tube is not supplied with nitrogen or C02-free air as usually, but
with air with the same CCVconcentration as that entering the assimilation
chamber. This allows full scale deflection for small differences in CC>2-concentration of the air before and after its passage along the leaf. Furthermore,
periodic control of the zero position of the recorder during an experiment is
easy, viz., by establishing a direct connection between the reference and analyzer tubes, so that reference air passes both tubes successively.
For the calibration of the set-up, two gas streams with slightly different
C02-concentrations (cref and canai) are prepared. First, the zero point is determined, i.e. the position of the recorder when both tubes are flushed with the
air sample with the highest CC>2-concentration {cref)- Thereupon, the analyzer tube is provided with the other air sample, and the resulting galvanometer indication is compared with the zero point (A U). For a definite value
of Cref, an almost linear relation between A U and cref-canai is found for
small concentration differences, so that the sensitivity at the reference concentration is given by {cref-canai)l A U (%C02 per mm scale deflection). A
calibration curve (fig. 3)is obtained
by applying the same procedure at
different values of cref- At cref =
0.03 % C 0 2 , the sensitivity of the
apparatuswas6.3 x 10~5 %C02per
mm scale deflection.
In photosynthesis experiments,
thedifference between the C02-concentrations in the air streams before
and after having passed the leaf,
Cref-Canai,has to be determined.
In most experiments this value is
approximated with sufficient accuOao
racy
by multiplying the deflection
% C0 in reftrencc tubt
AU with the sensitivity value as
FIG. 3. Calibration curve of the infrared CO2defined aboveat the CC>2-concentraanalyzer. The sensitivity is expressed
tion of the air entering the assimilaas the difference inCCVconcentration
tion chamber. At high C02-concenof theair samples in the reference and
analyzer tubes,causinga galvanometer
trations, however, the relation bedeflection of 1 mm.
tween AU and (cref-Canaù deviates
from linearity, sothat for large scale
deflections the difference between the concentrations is then better approximated bymultiplyingAUwiththe sensitivity at the concentration (cy e /-0.5 x
Sref X At/) which is intermediate between cref and canai', Srgf is the sensitivity at the reference concentration.
2

II-4. APPARATUS FOR THE CONTINUOUS RECORDING OF THE WATER VAPOUR

CONTENT OFTHEAIR

For the continuous measurement of the transpiration rate, the moisture
content of the air stream leaving the assimilation chamber has to be determined continuously. For this purpose an apparatus of small dimensions with
a quick response and operating in streaming air was constructed. The author
8
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is indebted to Dr. C. J. P. SPRUIT, of the staff of this laboratory, for this
apparatus which is a modification of instruments described by DUNMORE
(1938), STEIGER (1951), BRASTAD and BORCHARDT (1953), LIENEWEG (1955),
and TANNER and SUOMI(1956).It is based on the principle that the electrical
resistance of a film of lithium chloride is a function of the moisture content
of an air stream led over it;this resistance is measured.
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FIG. 4. Diagram,illustrating thelithium chloride hygrometer.

The detecting element (fig. 4) consists of two platinum wires (diameter 0.1
mm, length 120 mm), spirally wound side by side on a glass tube (diameter
10mm). Tube and wires are covered with an aqueous solution of lithium
chloride. The element is enclosed in a second glass tube, provided with an air
inlet and an outlet.
After thewiresarewound on theglasstube, the assembly isheated until the glass becomes
soft, so that by blowing at one side of the tube, which isleft open for thepurpose, the wires
become partially sealed in the glass surface. Each of the platinum wiresissoldered to oneof
twobrassrings,which areclamped around the tube and connected withtheresistance meter.
A small quantity of a 0.1 N LiCl-solution is then brushed over the tube and the wires, and
allowed to dry.

The apparatus is placed in a thermostated waterbath, since the resistance
depends on temperature. Before entering the apparatus, the air passes a
copper tube, present in the same waterbath. At high relative humidities the
results were first found to be irreproducible, which may have been due to
small displacements of the diluted solution. In order to avoid this difficulty,
the temperature of the waterbath was made a few degrees higher than the
highest air temperature in the assimilation chamber, and, moreover, the surface of the glass tube was etched.
For the measurement of the resistance, the lithium chloride element is taken
up in a voltage divider, supplied with a 900 c.sec -1 tension in order to avoid
polarization effects. The recorder is of the same type as that used for the
C02-analyzer. A diagram of the electronic circuit, as designed by Dr. SPRUIT,
is presented in fig. 5.
The moisture content is determined with an error of about 1%, but the
determination of the transpiration rate, which is based on the difference in
moisture content of the air before and after passage of the leaf isless accurate.
At high transpiration rates, the error is2 %, and at low rates up to 7 %.
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FIG. 5. Electroniccircuitofthelithium chloridehygrometer.TheresistancesR1-9areused for
the calibration of the set-up. R x = the resistance of the detecting element; REC=
recorder (internal resistance 6kOhms,full scale deflection 100mA).

II—5. THE GAS CIRCUIT
For reliable measurements of the photosynthetic rate, the air supply to the
assimilation chamber should be in the order of 500 Lb. -1(cf.section III—2),
while the reference tube is supplied with air at à rate of 60 Lb.-1. Taking into
account air losses in the overflow valves, air of the required C02-concentration should be available at a rate of 700Lb - 1 . At first, it was difficult to obtain
reliable air pumps, inert to CO2, and delivering a continuous output of 700
l.h - 1 at a head of approximately 100 cm H2O. The electro-magnetic piston
pumps finally adopted were found to operate quite satisfactorily (Reciprotor
pumps, type 406G, Gentofte, Denmark). For small air supplies and low pressures, electro-magnetic membrane pumps were used (Magnetos pump,
B.A.S.F., Ludwigshafen, Germany).
The rate of the gas flow is measured with flow meters, consisting of a capillary tube, and a U-shaped manometer for measuring the pressure difference
between both ends of the capillary tube. The manometer fluid of the air flow
meters is water, coloured with a dye, while for the CO2 flow meters liquid
paraffin was used. The flow meters are calibrated by measuring the time required for the replacement of a certain volume of water by air or of a certain
volume of paraffin by CO2. The liquid is contained in a calibrated cylindrical
glass tube, placed with its open end slightly below the level of the water or
paraffin surface of a large vessel. The gas inlet is slightly below the open end
of the cylinder. Appropriate corrections were made for temperature, hydrostatic pressure, and water vapour content.
A diagram of the gascircuit ispresented in fig. 6.Air withthe required CO2content is obtained by mixing pure CO2and CCVfree air. A cyünder delivers
CO2 with a constant velocity to the vessel Ml. The overflow valve Ol keeps
pressure constant, and the flow is measured by the flow meter F2.
Air is freed from CO2by pumping it (PRl) first through 400 cm 3 of a 40 %
KOH-solution, contained in a glass cylinder with a sintered glass plate near
the air inlet, and then through a tube containing soda lime. After passing Ol
10
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and Fl, the CCVfree streamjoins the CO2stream in a glass tube at a point
50cm in front of the vessel Ml, so that thorough mixing is obtained. Ml is
provided with an open connection to the outside air, in order to prevent
pressure changes in the system behind the pumpsPR2andPM2 affecting the
pressure in Ml and the composition of the gas mixture by interference with
thegasstreams throughtheflowmetersFl and Fl.
Part oftheairin Ml ispumped (PM2)through a tube containing silicagel
(D2) for drying, and then through 04 and F4into the reference tube of the
C02-analyzer. The overflow 04 is inserted in order to reduce pressure variation in the reference tube, since it was found that the accuracy of the CO2analysis wasimpaired by suchvariation: pressure changes, due to variations
inflowrate, induce changes in the position of the mica windows and, consequently, in the reflection of the infrared beam.
Pump PR2 pumps air from Ml via 03 and F3 to the humidifier. The required water vapour pressure is obtained as follows: Air is saturated with
water vapour by bubbling through a water column at a certain temperature,
andthissaturated airisthenheatedtotherequiredtemperature.Thehumidity
of the air can be altered as required by varying the temperature of the water
column. Gravimetric tests showed that complete saturation is not obtained
when a singlewater columnisused.Therefore, before beingbubbled through
thecolumn attherequired temperature,theairisledthrough awater column
at ahigher temperature, sothat theair becomesoversaturated withrespect to
the temperaturefinallyapplied.
The humidifier consists of two glass tubes, Hi and H2,filledwith distilled
water, eachprovided witha sintered glassplate,andplacedinthe waterbaths
W1 and W2respectively. Both baths are provided with a thermo-relays, and
with cooling, heating, and stirring equipment. The water in Wl is circulated
bythecentrifugal waterpumpPSthroughthedoublewallsoftheassimilation
chamber. The temperature of W2and H2 is lower than that of Wl and Hi,
and isadjusted in accordance withthe desired vapour pressure.The temperatureinHi isindicated byathermometer insertedthrough aholeinthe rubber
stopper, at the top of the tube. To prevent small droplets of water being carriedbythe air stream, a tube containing glass wool isin the circuit after H2.
After humidification, the air passes through the copper spiral Sp (to obtain
the correct temperature) and enters the assimilation chamber (Ass). After
passingtheleaf,thegreaterpart oftheair escapestotheexternalatmosphere,
but asampleisdrawn offbythepumpPMl, andconductedfirsttothehygrometer, and then via Dl, 05, and F5 to the analyzer tube (Fl) of the CO2analyzer.
To calibrate the C02-analyzer, the stopcocks Si and 52 are put in the positionII.Again,airfrom Ml isledintothereference tubeT2.Bytheactionof
pump PR! another sample is carried from Ml via 06 and F6to M2. Before
reaching M2,itismixedwithameasured volumeofC02-free air,deliveredby
pumpFM3. The pump PMl carries a sample of the mixture from M2to the
analyzer tube Fl.
To check the zero point of the CCVanalyzer, air from the reference tube
canbesupplied totheanalyzer tubebyasystemofstopcocks,not represented
inthe diagram.
Thehygrometer iscalibrated withthe same circuit asthat used for transpiration measurements. Different vapour pressures are applied by varying the
12
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temperature inHI. Thehumidified airis blown into the (empty) assimilation
chamber, anda sample is flushed through theanalyzer bypump PM\.
II—6. THE ASSIMILATION CHAMBERS
The construction oftheassimilation chambers should satisfy the following
requirements (cf. also Chapter III): introduction of a leaf attached to the
plant, reproducible position of the leaf in the centre-plane of the chamber,
regular distribution of the air stream over the cross-section of the chamber,
adaptation ofthewidth ofthechamber to thewidth oftheleaf, double walls
with circulating water for control ofthe leaf temperature.
Our "Plexiglass"chambers, inside dimensions 25x 20x 2cm,have double,
water-cooled walls.Theupper wallcanbetaken offfortheintroduction ofthe
leaf, anda small groove in oneofthe side walls admits theleaf petiole. After
the introduction of the leaf into the chamber and application of the thermocouples, the front wall is screwed onto the lower part of the chamber. An
air-tight fit is obtained by a rubber washer, and by sealing the groove which
admits theleaf petiole.
The air inlet is at one side of the chamber, and consists of 18small holes
( 0 0.5mm), regularly distributed over the width of the chamber. A regular
air distribution is, furthermore, promoted by the fact that half of the inlet
holes aredirected upwards under an angle of45°, whereas the other holes are
facing downwards under the Same angle.
After theairhaspassed along theleaf, a sample isdrawn offfor analysis at
the side ofthe chamber opposite totheairinlet, through twotubes, each with
nine smallholes,andpositioned closetotheupper andlowerwallsrespectively.
The main air flow escapes through another set of 18 small holes, regularly
distributed along theside ofthe chamber opposite totheairinlet. Thegroove
admitting theleaf petiole issealed during theexperiments, sothat theaircan
escape through theoutlet holes only.
The leaf is kept in the centre-plane of the chamber by means of two networks of fine nylon wires. Oneofthese is fixedtothelower part, theother to
the upper wall ofthechamber. Thechamber closed, the distance between the
leaf supports is 1 mm.
Plastic-covered rubber strips of different widths, and ofthe same length as
the assimilation chamber, can be inserted into the chamber along the long
sides, sothat the effective width of the chamber can be adapted to the width
of theleaf underinvestigation. During suchexperiments, the holes for theair
inlet, sampling, and outlet which are outside theeffective width ofthe chamber, are sealed.
II—7. THE MEASUREMENT OF THE LEAF TEMPERATURE
Leaf temperatures are measured with copper-constantan thermocouples
(constantan 0 0.08mm,copper 0 0.1mm).Thewires arejoined side by side
overadistanceof4mmwithacid-free solderandhammered asflataspossible.
All measuringjunctions areconnected with thesame referencejunction, which
is in a water-filled DEWAR flask. Thetemperature ofthereference junction is
indicated by a thermometer, reading to 0.1 °C. By means of an eight-way
switch the measuring junctions are successively connected with a portable
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen59(13),1-68(1959)
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galvanometer (type A-70, K I P P , Delft, Holland), shunted in such a way that
one cmscale deflection corresponds to 1°C. Anaccuracy greater than 0.1°C
is obtained.
Introduction ofthe junctions into theleavesproved tobedifficult, so that
they were usually applied tothe lower leaf surface.
II—8. THE IRRADIATION OF THE LEAVES
High light intensities were obtained with asetoffivenarrowly spaced high
pressure mercury lamps (PHILIPS, HO-450 W) orwith a set offour incandescent lamps with internal reflection (PHILIPS, Altrilux 500 W).Alayer ofeight
cm running tapwater was inserted between thelamps andthe assimilation
chamber. Behind this filter, 68%ofthe radiation from the incandescent lamps
was intheinfrared (X> 700 my.), while this was only 6% for the mercury
lamps. The maximum intensities obtainable from both light sources were in
the order of 30 x 104 erg.sec -1 .cm - 2 inthespectral region between 400 and
700mf/.. Lower intensities were obtained by inserting various phosphorbronze
screens of definite transmission values into the light path. Thelamps were
connected with the three phases ofthe AC-supply, toreduce cyclic flickering.
H-9. THEMEASUREMENT OFTHE LIGHT INTENSITY

Light intensity was measured inabsolute units (erg.sec -1 .cm -2 );forroutine
measurements barrier-layer photocells were used, because they have a quick
response andareeasy to handle. The non-uniform spectral sensitivity of the
photocells necessitates calibration in absolute units for each type of light
source used (see below).
The photocell (type 732, Electrocell G.m.b.H., Berlin-Dahlem) was mounted in a brass
frame, and covered withaslightlyconvexopalineglass,inordertoprevent damage. Furthermore,itwasexpected thatcloseragreementwiththecosinelawmightbeobtainedinthisway.
Measurements inabeamofparalellightshowed thataslightimprovement onlywas obtained
atanglesofincidencegreaterthan 65 °,whereasatanglesbetween30°and 65 °theglass-covered
cell showed a slightly greater deviation than an uncovered one (Table I). Since, however,
in the photosynthesis experiments the angle of incidence rarely exceeded 40°,theopaline
glass-covered cell wasused throughout theexperiments.Ifnecessary, the deviationfrom the
cosinelawcan beeliminated successfully, byusinga design as described e.g. by PLEYELand
LONGMORE(1952) or HARTIG and HELWIG(1955).

TABLEI. Deviation from the cosinelaw (in %)forbarrier-layer photocells with and without
opalineglasscover.
Angleofincidence
0° | 10°
Photocell + cover
Photocell—cover

0
0

0
0

20°

30°

40°

50°

60°

70° | 80°

1
0

1
1

3.5
1.5

5.5
2.0

8.5
7.0

18
20

35
48

The photocurrent was measured with ashock-proof galvanometer (type K, AEG, internal
resistance 100Ohms,full scaledeflection 100(xA).
Forcalibration ofthephotocell-galvanometer systeminabsoluteunits,therelation between
the galvanometer deflection andthe light energy asmeasured with a calibrated thermopile,
was determined. The calibration ofthe thermopile was checked
periodically atthe Physical
Laboratory oftheUtrecht University,andwas0.35 V/(W.cm-2). The galvanometer used for
measuringthethermopileoutputwascalibratedwiththedevice,describedbySTOLWUK(1954).
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With the thermopile, the intensity of the total radiation was measured and, separately, the
intensity at wavelengths > 700my.by inserting afilterwith a steep short wavelength cut-off
near700my.(SchottRG-8).Thedifference betweenthetwomeasurementsrepresentsradiation
atwavelengthsshorterthan700my. Itincludesradiation between400my.and theshortwavelength cut-off of the glass cover of the thermopile (320 my), whereas the spectral region between400and700my ismainlyactiveinphotosynthesis.For thehighpressuremercurylamps,
about 10% of the radiation between 320 and 700 my is present in the 365my line, and the
radiation between 400 and 700 my was obtained by multiplying the difference between the
total energy and the energy transmitted by the RG-8-filter with 0.90. For the other light
sources used, the radiation between 320and 400mfi issmall as compared with that between
400and 700my, and correctionswere omitted.
The sensitive surface of our thermopile is somewhat below the rim of the housing, so that
large angles of incidence must be avoided during calibration. To this end, a hollow cylinder
with internal non-reflecting diaphragms wasinserted in thelight beam, sothat the maximum
angle of incidence was20°.
Originally, the galvanometer-photocell systemwasadapted to various rangesoflight intensitybyshunting thegalvanometer. Theeffective resistances of theshunted galvanometer were
1.25, 6, 20, and 100Ohms, yielding full scale deflection for photocurrents of 10,2, 0.5, and
0.1 mA, respectively. Decrease in external resistance, applied with increasing photocurrents,
results inan improved linearity ofresponse (BERGER, 1956).Nevertheless, examination of the
deviation from linearity of the photocell-shunt-galvanometer system showed that, even with
theseprecautions, the deviation wasconsiderable, so that thecalibration had to bemade at a
rangeoflightintensities.
Linearity testsweremadein the light beam of a 500Wslideprojector. Part of the infrared
radiationwasabsorbed byaheat absorbingfilter. Atvarious distancesfrom theprojector, the
light energy between 400 and 700 my was measured with the thermopile, while at the same
points the current generated by the photocell was measured. For each intensity the relation
betweenlightenergy and photocurrent was determined (Table II) for twophotocells:cell CI,
TABLEII. Response of barrier-layer photocells to light intensity, when shunting the galvanometer or introducing neutral light filters, in relative units [incident energy/photocurrent, and incident energy/(galvanometer deflection/fractional transmission of
thefilter)respectively].
I

n

in

|

iv

Response
Light intensity
(x 104erg.sec_1.cm~2,
400-700my.)
0.14
0.49
0.95
2.08
6.25
19.60

Photocell CI
with shunt

PhotocellF5
with shunt

Photocell CI
withfilter

100
100
99
101
107
118

100
100
101
108
120
149

100
101
99
100
100
101

selectedbythemanufacturer for goodlinearity
ofresponse,
and anon-selectedcellF5.ForF5,
_1
the deviation from linearity started
at 104erg.sec
.cm-2 (corresponding to a photocurrent
4
1
-2
of210(xA),
andwas49% at 19.6x 10 erg.sec" .cm (columnIII).ForCIthedeviationbegan
at 2x 104erg.sec_1.cm~2(photocurrent 457yA); themaximum deviationmeasured was18%
(columnII).
In order to simplify the calibration procedure, shunts were not used in later experiments,
butneutralfilterswithappropriatetransmissionfactorswereinsertedbetweenthephotocelland
the opaline glass cover.Sincewiththisset-uptheactualphotocurrent neverexceeded 100y A,
theresponsewaslinearovertheentirerangeofintensitiesapplied(columnIV),and calibration
couldberestricted to onelightintensity.
Neutralfiltersweremadebygrindingonesideofeachoftwoglassdiscs,andcoveringthese
sideswitha thinlayer ofgraphite.Thediscsthenwerecemented alongtheedgeswiththegraphite sides facing each other.
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 59 (13), 1-68(1959)
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CHAPTER III

EVALUATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS IN
PHOTOSYNTHESIS EXPERIMENTS WITH LEAVES
IN ASSIMILATION CHAMBERS
III—1. INTRODUCTION
For a quantitative interpretation of the experimental results, two requirements should be fulfilled :accurate measurement of the photosynthetic rate,
and exact knowledge of the experimental conditions. In fact, the conditions
directly determining the photosynthetic rate, viz.the lightintensity, theCO2concentration, and the temperature in the chloroplasts, cannot be measured.
Thedata actuallycollected,however, should allowanapproximation ofthese
conditions.Withhigherplants,thesituationisparticularly difficult for several
reasons:The gaseous medium is a poor heat conductor, so that appreciable
differences between air and chloroplast temperatures may occur; CO2has to
diffuse from the air towards the chloroplasts through the complicated system
of stomata, intercellular spaces, and mesophyll cells; under conditions of
C02-limitation, theeffective C02-concentration intheairhastobeestimated.
Inaddition,acomparisonbetweentheexperimentsofdifferent investigatorsis
hampered because different light sources havebeenused,and light intensities
havebeenexpressedinabsoluteunitsaswellasinphotometricunits.
Thepresentchapter,therefore, isdevotedtoadiscussionofcertain features
of the measurement of the C02-concentration, the light intensity, and the
temperature.
Ill—2. T H E EFFECT OF THE RATE OF AIR SUPPLY U P O N THE RATE OF PHOTOSYN-

THESIS UNDER CONDITIONS OFCO2-LIMITATION

The considerations will be restricted to methods involving gas analysis,
withanintactleafenclosedinanassimilationchamber,whilethegasexchange
isestimated from the difference in C02-concentration betweentheintake and
outlet air. It isalso presumed that the air isnot recirculated in the chamber.
Finally,theconsiderations arerestricted toconditions of C02-limitation.
The actual rate of photosynthesis,Pact, iscalculated from:

j,,,_a-e»-«»-'>«

(1)

in which Pact = therate ofphotosynthesis (cm3CO2.cm -2 .sec-1)
co = the C02-contentoftheinletair(%C0 2 )
ce = the C02-content oftheoutlet air(% CO2)
Q = the rate ofair supply(cm3.sec-1)
A = theleaf area (cm2)
In the assimilation chamber, C02-gradients existin the direction ofthe air
flow, aswellasin the direction perpendicular to the leaf surface. The former
gradients,inparticular,mayassume largevalues when specialprecautionsare
not taken, sothat corrections haveto beapplied. When the relation between
the C02-concentration in the external air and the rate of photosynthesis is
16
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investigated, the effective CCVconcentration, ceff, must be determined or
closelyapproximated, i.e.theconcentration which,when keptconstantinthe
directionoftheairflow,causesthesamerateofphotosynthesisasthatactually
observed. Whenthephotosyntheticrateinnormalair(0.03%CO2)hastobe
established, ce/fwillgenerally deviate from 0.03%,sothat, under conditions
of C02-limitation, Pact hasto be reduced to P003,i.e.the rate in air with
ceff = 0.03% CO2.
From the experimental data (co, ce), the mean CC>2-concentration is
usually calculated according to
c= (co + c,)/2

(2)

and it is then supposed that
c = ceff

(2a)

When reducing Pact toP0.o3, alinear relation between photosynthesisand
C02-concentration is usually assumed for concentrations between zeroand
0.03%, and this is approximately correct, seeChapters IVandV.The corrected rate isthen calculated accordingto
Peon = Poet-0.031c

(3)

Pcorr = *o.os

(3a)

and it issupposed that then
Thereliabilityoftheexperimentsdependsonthevalidityofthesuppositions
2aand3a,andhence onthevalidity ofthe supposition that the CC>2-concentration decreases linearlyinthedirection oftheairflow, andthat thechange
in C02-concentration alongboth sidesofthe leafisthesameandamountsto
co-ce.It iseasily seen that the latter isnot always true, e.g.inthecase ofa
hypostomatous leaf, orwhen different quantities ofairareflowingoverthe
two leaf surfaces. In general, high flow rates will reduce the gradients and
hence theinfluence ofsystematic errors, see HEINICKE and HOFFMAN(1933),
and DECKER(1947).
Asfarasweknow,noquantitative data areavailable concerningthe effect
of the rate of air supply upon the rate of photosynthesis of a single leaf,
enclosed in an assimilation chamber, in which the effect of different CO2gradients over both leaf surfaces isconsidered. Anempirical approach would
require elaborate experiments, so that a theoretical treatment has been attempted for a somewhat idealized case, in which the following features are
assumed (seealsofig.7A).
a. A rectangular leaf strip is considered (width 1cm,length L cm),enclosedinacloselyfittingchamber (also 1 cmwide).
b. Theairflowsinthedirection ofthelongaxisoftheleaf.
c. Theairstreamisstrongly turbulent, sothat theC02-gradient perpendiculartotheleaf surface canbeneglected (thisgradientisdiscussedinChapter
V).

d. Theleaf may besituated at a variable height inthechamber, dividing
the total air stream with rate Qinto twoseparate streams with rates (1-/06
andpQ respectively,inwhichp andl-p represent thefractions into whichthe
height ofthechamberisdividedbytheleaf.
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 59(13), 1-68(1959)
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e. The rate ofphotosynthesis islimited bytheexternal C02-concentration,
and more specifically bythe rate of diffusion of CO2 from the external air
towardsthereactioncentreinthechloroplasts(seeChapterV).
For different experimental conditions (different values oftheflowrate,Q,
and oftheposition oftheleaf inthechamber,p)and fordifferent photosyntheticcapacitiesoftheleaf(different valuesofeachofthediffusion resistances
through upper and lower leaf surface, Ru andRb, respectively) we should
knowthefollowing quantities:
(A)

i°-p)q3
Co

•0 - 0 «

->c"
,cb

pa

FIG. 7.A.Position oftheleaf, distribution oftheair,andCC>2-concentrations intheassimilation chamber. B.Distribution ofthe C02-concentration intheairstream alongthe
upper leaf surface. Forexplanation seetext.

1. Therelation betweentheactualrateofphotosynthesis,Pact, (equation1)
andthepartial CCVuptakesthroughtheupper andlowerleaf surface respectively:
Pact,11 —

(!-ƒ>) •Ô • (co-cu) •10-

(4)

and
Pact,b—

P •Q • (C0-Cb) • 10- 2

(5)

in which cu and ce arethe C02-concentrations in the air streams alongthe
upper and lower leaf surfaces respectively, immediately after having passed
theleaf.Whenthese separate streams are united, theconcentration becomes
ce, cf.fig.7A.
2. Therelation between the mean CCVconcentration c = (co+c«)/2and
thephysiologicallyimportant effective CC>2-concentrations intheseparateair
streams alongtheupper andlowerleaf surfaces, ceff,u andceff,b, respectively.
3. Therelation between thecorrected rate of photosynthesis,PCOrr (equation3),and.P0.o3 = Po.o3,u +Po.o3,b,beingthesumoftheC02-uptakesthrough
upperandlowerleaf surface whence//,«= ce//,&= 0-03% CO2.
18
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Generally, the rate ofphotosynthesis may be identified with the rateof
diffusion of CO2from the external air towards thereaction centre in the chloroplasts. In Chapter V, we shall outline the principles according to which the
rate of C02-diffusion, and hence the rate of photosynthesis, may be expressed
as:
2
p = (Cair - Cchl) • 10~

(6)

in which P = the rate of photosynthesis (cm 3 C02.cm _ 2 .sec _ 1 )
Cair= the CC>2-concentration in the external air (% CO2)
CCM= the CCVconcentration in the chloroplasts (% CO2)
R = the diffusion resistance per cm2 leaf surface (secern - 1 ). R
depends on the dimensions of the path of diffusion and on
the diffusion constants of CO2in air and in the protoplasm
of the mesophyll cells (see Chapter V).
When, as assumed, the rate of the diffusion process limits the rate of photosynthesis, ecu is approximately zero (see Chapter V), so that, when the paths
of diffusion via the upper and lower leaf surfaces do not interfere, the relation
between the effective concentration and the actually occurring rate of photosynthesis for each of the leaf sides is given by
_ Ceff,u •10~2
and

m

_ Ceff,b • IP" 2
raet.b —
5

v>)

Jib

Combination of (7) and (4), and (8) and (5) respectively, gives
(l-p)'Q-Ru-(.co-Cu)
^

Ceff.u=

,Q,
0»)

and
p •Q • Rb • (cp- cb)
Ceff,b =

n m

j

(10)

For expressing cu (respectively c&)in Q,p,and Ru (respectively Rb), consideraleaf section dL (fig. 7B).According to theequations 4and 7,the rate of
diffusion through dL cm 2 of the upper leaf surface is given by
-{\-p)-Q-dcx-\*-* = Cx'lQr*'dL

(11)

•K-U

Hence

cu

L

- Ru • (l-p) •Q •ƒ y î = ƒ dL
Co

(12)

0

Integrating, we get
lnC

fo=Ru-(l-p)-Q
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(13)
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Hence
Ru• ( I - P ) • Q

and

cu = c0-e
% -

,, „

* *

(14)

Rb'P'Q

,,c\

Cb=SQ -e
(15)
The quantity of CO2 in the total air stream when the upper and lower
streams are reunited, Q•10-2 • ce,equals the sum of the quantities ofCO2H1
theseparatestreamshavingpassedtheleaf, (1-p) •Q•10 -2 • cu + p •Q•10 -2
•Cb, sothat
ce = (l-p) • cw+ p- cb
(16)
Substitution of the expressions for cu and c& (equations 14and 15)in the
equations 9, 10,and 16,givesthe effective concentrations and ceasa function
of the experimental conditions (expressed byp, Q,L, Co) and of the internal
rate determining factors (Ru and Rb). Therefore, the validity of the assumptions 2a and 3a, and the reliability of photosynthesis measurements can now
beexamined by substituting commonly occurringvalues for Q,p, L, Ru, and
Rbin the equations.
Itmayberemarked inpassingthatcombination oftheequations 13 and 9gives
Ceff.u = (co-cu)/ h i—
Cu

so that theeffective CCfe-concentration is better defined by the logarithmic mean than by the
arithmetic mean of the CCte-concentrations in the incoming and the outgoing air. However,
aslongastheratio oftheconcentrations is <2, theerrorintroduced bytakingthe arithmetic
mean islessthan 4%.

In allcases,wehavetaken L = 10cm,and Co = 0.03%CO2.For different
values opp (different positions of the leaf in the assimilation chamber), two
ratesofairsupplyareconsidered,viz. Q= 10and 1 cm3air.sec-1respectively,
corresponding to a highflowrate (3.6 l.h -1 .cm-2) as applied in our experiments,andtoalowrate(0.36l.h -1 .cm -2 ), asapplied bymanyinvestigators.
Twoextremeleaftypesareconsidered:ahypostomatousleafwithRu = 00,
and an amphistomatous leaf with Ru = Rb.For the hypostomatous leafRb
istakentobe10secern -1 ;at0.03%CO2thiscorresponds to a photosynthetic
rate P0.03 = 0.03 x 10~2/ 10= 3 x 10~5cm3 CO2.cm"2.sec -1 = 108mm3
CO2.cm -2 .h -1 . According to our experience, this rate is of the right order
of magnitude. For the amphistomatous leaf we have taken Ru = Rb =
10secern-1, with a rate ofphotosynthesis at 0.03 %CO2ofP0.03 = 6X10 -5
cm3C02.cm -2 .sec -1 . (The choice of the resistance values for the amphistomatousleafissomewhatarbitrary,becauseitinvolvestheassumption that,
in principle, amphistomatous leaves have a higher actual photosynthetic
capacitythan hypostomatous leaves,andthatthediffusion resistancesRu and
Rb are, for the greater part, located in separate diffusion paths.Wehave not
considered any other resistance values, since only an approximation to the
situation is attempted).
The results are presented in Table III. We have calculated cu, Cb, and ce
20
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(columns II,III,IV) fordifferent positions ofthe leaf (column I).Theactual
photosynthetic rates andtherelative values ofPact are given in columnsV,
VI, VII, VIII. Thephysiologically important effective concentrations, ceff,u
and Cefffi (columns IX andX)arecompared with thearithmetic mean of Co
and ce (colum XI) incolumns XIIand XIII, while theabsolute valuesand
relative values ofthe corrected photosynthetic rate (taking P0.03= 100) are
presented incolumnsXIV andXV.
Both therate ofairsupply andthesituation ofthe leaf intheassimilation
chamber markedly affect the experimental results. With the leaf situated in
the centre plane of the chamber (p = 0.5) and at the highest flow rate, c
represents fairly well the effective CCVconcentrations (deviations 5%and
zero for both leaf types), while PCOrr gives a good estimate ofPo.o3- Atthe
lowerflowrate, however, cgives an overestimation of82%and32 %ofthe
effective concentrations respectively, andthe corresponding values for Pe0rr
areonly 55%and76%ofi>o.o3.
Poorly reproducible results areobtained whennoprecautions aretakento
ensure a reproducible position of theleaf in the assimilation chamber. For
the relative situationsp = 0.75and0.25, andforthelowflowrate,inhypostomatous leavesPeorris77%and28%ofP0.03 respectively.
Still greater deviations occur when the assimilation chamber does not fit
the leaf closely. This effect wascalculated fortheamphistomatous leaf, with
Q = 10,forawidthofthechamber twicethat oftheleaf,andsupposing that
no exchange ofCO2occursinthedirection ofthe width ofthe chamber.For
p= 0.75 and0.5,PCOrr then becomes 85%and90%ofP0.03 respectively,insteadof96% and 100%forthecloselyfittingchamber.
Inthecaseconsidered, co wasequaltotheconcentration towhichthephotosyntheticrateswerereduced.Smallererrorswillbeobtained whenthelatter
isbetween CQ andce.
It isclear that under conditions of CCVlimitation, reproducible andcomparable results canonlybeobtained when several precautions aretaken,e.g.
highratesofair supply,areproducible position oftheleafinthe assimilation
chamber, andcloselyfittingchambers.Inouropinion severalconflicting data
in literature canbeexplained bythefact that these requirements have been
neglected. Ourassimilationchambers(seeChapterII)assureaclosefitaround
theleaf and areproducible situation oftheleafinthechamber. Furthermore,
care wastaken to ensure an even distribution of theair stream throughout
the chamber. With respect to the high rates of flow applied, an extremely
sensitive CKVanalyzerhasbeendeveloped, so that smallconcentration differencescouldbedetected accurately.Anevenbetter devicewouldbetorecirculatetheairinthechamber (VAN DEN HONERT, 1930);witharate ofrecirculationnQ,andanoverallrateQ,thegradientovertheleafisonly(co-ce)/ (n+1),
whereas the difference between incoming and outgoing airis CQ-ce. DECKER
(1947)applied rapid recirculation,butdidnotrealizethat themean C02-concentrationismuch better approximated byce+ (co-c«)/2(n+1)than bythe
arithmetic mean ce + (co-ce) /2. The COä-concentrations in hisfig.6 are,
therefore, considerably overestimated.
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Ill—3.

THE RELATION BETWEEN ABSOLUTE AND PHOTOMETRIC UNITS FOR

DIFFERENTLIGHTSOURCESINTHE400 TO700 m[A REGION

The light reaction in photosynthesis is a photochemical process, so that the
light conditions should preferably be characterized by the number of quanta
absorbed. In most experimental set-ups, however, no facilities are available
for the measurement of the spectral absorption curve of leaves, and the light
conditionsareusuallydefined asthe energy incident upon aleaf (e.g. erg.sec -1 .
cm - 2 ) or as the illuminance of the leaf (lux or ft-c). In fact, photometric units
are unsuitable for this purpose, because the action spectra of photobiological
processes in plants differ from the luminosity curve of the human eye, on
whichthephotometricunitsarebased, seesection III—4, and BRACKETT(1935),
RABINOWITCH (1951), Comm. Plant Irradiation (Netherlands) (1953, 1955).
Nevertheless, photometric units are still widely used. In order to facilitate the
comparison between different experiments, the relation between both units
in the spectral region between 400 and 700 mjj. was calculated for various
light sources. The calculations are based upon the luminosity curve of the
human eye, the emission spectrum of the light source, and the mechanical
equivalent of light. The luminosity curve (V\, fig. 8) was taken from KOHLRAUSCH (1947); at 555 mpi, V = 1.

The emission spectra of the various
lamps (Ex), were supplied bythe manufacturers or have been taken from
FUNKE and ORANJE (1951). The solar
spectrum, as given by MOON (1940),
holds for 30° solar angle, 20 mm precipitablewater,300particles dust/mm 3 ,
and 2.8 mm ozone. The following
lamps are considered: incandescent
lamps of 100and 500W, different types
of fluorescent tubes, a high pressure
mercury vapour lamp ( # 0 - 4 5 0 W,
W»ve Itngtti (mji)
PHILIPS), a super high pressure mercury vapour lamp with fluorescent bulb
FIG. 8. Luminosity curveofthe human eye
(HPL-400 W, PHILIPS), and a super
(V), and spectral sensitivity of a
"normal"photocell (G),taken from
high pressure mercury vapour lamp
BERGER (1956).
blended with light from a filament
lamp (ML-250 W, PHILIPS). (In Great
Britain the HO, HPL, and ML lamps are designated as MA, MBF, and MBT
lamps, respectively).
The mechanical equivalent of light, M^,is taken to be 650 lumen per watt
for X= 555m\i, being the average of the values given by several authors.
From the definition of the lumen and the watt it follows that M555= 650
lumen.W- 1 = 1.54 • IO- 3 W.lumen- 1 = 1.54 • 10~3 W.m- 2 . (lumen.m- 2 )- 1 =
1.54 erg.sec _1 .cm _2 .lux -1 , because 1lumen.m -2 = 1lux, and 1W = 10' erg.
sec -1 . Hence, M\ — 1.54/ V\ erg.sec _1 .cm _2 .lux -1 , and E\ erg.sec -1 .cm - 2 =
EyVxl 1.54 lux.
The average values of E\ and Ex • Vxwere calculated for wave length intervals of 20 m[A. For the 400 to 700 mjx region the radiometric/photometric
ratio on a lux-basis (ki) is then given by
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1.54• S£ A
erg.sec-1.cm_2.lux~
S£ A
whileonaft-c-basis, theratiokf = 10.8 Xki, since 1 ft-c equals 10.8lux.
The values of ki and kf are listed in columns II and III of Table IV; between brackets the relative values are given, taking the value for a 100 W
incandescent lamp equal to 100. The ratio is low for sources with a high
radiation in the green region, which is due to large values of V.Hence, for
HO-450Wthe relative value is only 58.As for the "white" light sources, the
incandescent lamps have the highest ratio value, which is due to the high
ki =

(17)

TABLEIV. The relationship between energy units and photometric units for different light
sourcesinthespectral
region400-700mjx._1
Column-1II:erg.sec
.cm-2perlux;columnHI: erg.sec_1.cm~aperft-c;columnIV:
-2
erg.sec .cm per "lux", indicated by a luxmeter, containing a photocellwith a
spectral sensitivity, not corresponding to the luminosity curve of the human eye,
and calibrated in lux onlyfor an incandescent lamp of 100W; between brackets:
relativevalues,takingthevaluesfor a 100Wincandescent lamp equalto 100.
I

n

m

IV

Light source

erg.sec"1.cm~2
perlux

erg.sec^.cm -2
per ft-c

erg.sec-1.cm~2
per "lux" for
uncorrectedphotocell

Sun
Incand. 500W
Incand. 100W
ÄPL400W
ML 250W
HO 450W

4.00 (94)
4.16 (98)
4.23 (100)
3.48 (82)
3.47 (82)
2.47 (58)

43.2 (94)
44.9 (98)
45.7 (100)
37.6 (82)
37.6 (82)
26.7 (58)

3.47 (82)
4.10 (97)
4.23 (100)
3.64 (86)
3.66 (86)
2.83 (67)

Fluorescent tubes
(Philips)
Warm tint (7X-29) . . .
Deluxewarmtint (rL-32)
White(7X-33)
Deluxewhite(7X-34) . .
Daylight(7X-55) . . . .

2.80
3.64
3.11
3.61
3.64

30.2
39.3
33.6
39.0
39.3

3.09
3.70
3.09
3.32
3.17

Blue(7X-18)
Green(rL-17)
Yellow(7X-16)
Red (rL-15)

. . . .

(66)
(86)
(73)
(85)
(86)

7.55 (178)
2.26 (53)
2.52 (59)
14.68 (347)

Fluorescent tubes
(Gen.Electric)
Warmwhite
Deluxewarmwhite. . .
Coolwhite
Deluxecoolwhite . . .
Daylight

2.81
3.17
3.13
3.41
3.44

Blue
Green
Gold . .
Pink
Red

5.80 (137)
2.07 (49)
2.28 (54)
3.96 (93)
8.65 (204)
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(66)
(75)
(74)
(80)
(81)

(66)
(86)
(73)
(85)
(86)

81.7 (178)
24.4 (53)
27.2 (59)
158.6 (347)

30.3
34.2
33.8
36.8
37.1

(66)
(75)
(74)
(80)
(81)

62.7 (137)
22.4 (49)
24.6 (54)
42.8 (93)
93.4 (204)

(73)
(87)
(73)
(78)
(75)

3.32 (78)
2.58 (61)
3.18 (75)
9.16 (216)

3.08
3.35
3.02
3.05
3.02

(73)
(79)
(71)
(72)
(71)

3.15 (74)
2.55 (60)
2.96 (70)
3.96 (93)
6.70 f75S;
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proportion of radiation inthered.Inthecoloured fluorescent lamps, very
high values arereached bythered(347) andblue (178) ones, andvery low
valuesbythegreen(49)andyellowones (59).
In ordertoobtainanimpressionofthe ratio valueinacrop,ki wascalculated for sunlight transmitted byoneandthree layers ofleaves respectively.
The fraction oflight transmitted (tx)wascalculated from themean spectral
absorption (ax) and reflection (rA) curves of four leaves ofa"normal" type
(bean, spinach, Swiss chard, tobacco),asgivenby MossandLOOMIS (1952).
Averagevaluesoftxwerecalculatedfor20m\iintervals,andthe valueofki
for sunlightafter passingoneleaflayerwasobtained from
1.54• SJgA• /A

* = ZEx-tx-v7

(18)

and inthe caseofthreeleaf layers from

The relative values areonly 55and47respectively, ascompared with94
for full sunlight. Therefore, even fora comparison ofthe light energy conditionsabove andinacrop,photometricunitswillgiveerroneousresults.
Mostofthecommerciallyavailablelightmetersarecalibrated inluxorft-cforincandescent
light only.Forthislight source,thelight energy corresponding to 1luxand 1ft-cisfoundin
TableIV,columnsIIandIIIrespectively. These columns also contain conversion factors for
other light sources which, however, canonly beused when thephotocell isprovided witha
filtersoastomakeitsspectralsensitivityequaltothat ofthehuman eye.When the photocell
is notprovided with such a filter, themeter does notindicate correct luxvalues when used
with light sources forwhich theset-up hasnotbeen calibrated. Inthis case correct valuesof
the incidentenergycannot becomputed bysimply usingtheconversion factors ofcolumnsII

andni.

Obviously,acertain meter indication (e.g. 1"lux") under allconditions willcorrespond to
the same photocurrent (expressed in arbitrary units). Theproblem, therefore, isto derivea
general expression for theflux of energy generating thephotocurrent corresponding tothe
meter indication of 1 "lux", assuming that thespectral energy distribution, Ex,ofthelight
source, andthespectral sensitivity, Gx,of the photocell areknown, andthat theset-uphas
beencalibrated fora 100Wincandescent lamp only.Accordingtotheseassumptions,anincident energyof 1 erg.sec-1.cm~2generates aphotocurrentofGxunitsforanywave
length;for
thespectralregionfrom400 to700mjj.,thephotocurrentgeneratedby1erg.sec-1.cm -2amounts
to (ÈEx • G\) /'LEx units,inwhich Ex •GxandExhavebeentakenasmeanvaluesfor20m[*
intervals.Accordingly, 1unitofphotocurrent corresponds to2ExI(SEx• Gx)erg.sec-1.cm -2 .
(The photocurrent generated by light energy between 400m[i and the short wavelength
limit of G, and between 700mp and the long wavelength limit of Ghasbeen neglected,
because thelight energy distribution of most light sources wasnotknown in these spectral
regions. The maximum error introduced isestimated to be 3%).
Since for a 100W incandescent lamp 1luxequals 4.23erg.sec-1.cm -2 (seeTable IV), a
meter indication of 1luxcorresponds to a photocurrent of 4.23 (EEx • Gx)/ E£X units, in
which Ex' represents thespectral energy distribution ofthe incandescent lamp.
For another light source, with spectral energy distribution Ex', 1unit of photocurrent is
correspondinglygenerated byanenergyofLEx' / ( S H ' • Gx) erg.sec-"1.cm-2,sothat themeter
indicationof1luxrepresentsanincidentenergyof4.23 [(£Ex• Gx)/2Ex]x[SEx'I(2Ex'•Gx)]
erg.sec-1.cm-2.
For thecalculation oftherelevant data, thespectral sensitivity ofthe "normal" selenium
barrier layerphotocell (fig. 8) accordingtoBERGER(1956)wasused,which agreeswithdataof
ZWORYKINand RAMBERG(1949) as quotedby WITHROWand WITHROW(1956).It was assumed

that therelation between light intensity andphotocurrent is linear. As compared with the
energy values ona lux-basis (Table IV, column II), those onthebasis ofan"indicatedlux"
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(columnTV)arehighfor HO-450W,and for warmwhite,greenand yellowfluorescent tubes,
whereas an important decrease obtains for the sun and for deluxecoolwhite, daylight, blue,
and red fluorescent tubes.
Whentheincidentenergy isexpressedinphotometricunits,usuallyitisnotspecified whether
a corrected oranuncorrected photocellwasused.In thatcase,itisnotsurewhethertheratios
on alux-basis, or those on an "indicated lux"-basis should beused for the calculation of the
incident energy. The uncertainty is greatest for the light sources mentioned above,for which
considerable differences between the ratios were found.
IH-4. THE RELATION BETWEEN INCIDENT LIGHT, EXPRESSED IN ABSOLUTE

UNITS OR PHOTOMETRIC UNITS, AND THE NUMBER OF EINSTEINS ABSORBED
FOR DIFFERENT LIGHT SOURCES AND DIFFERENT LEAFTYPES

In the previous section, it has already been pointed out that the physiologically interesting figure is the number of quanta absorbed by the leaf. This,
however, requires knowledge of the incident energy, of the emission spectrum
of the light source, and of the absorption spectrum of the leaf. Since no facilities were available for the measurement of the latter in non-monochromatic
light,thenumber ofEinsteinsabsorbed perunitincidentenergywas calculated,
using published data on the spectral absorption of leaves. For a comparison
with experiments in which photometric units are used for the measurement
of the incident light, the number of Einsteins absorbed per ft-c was also calculated.
The light sourcesconsidered are
thesame asintheprevious section.
SEYBOLD and WEISSWEILER (1942,
1943), RABIDEAU, FRENCH, and
HOLT(1946),andMossand LOOMIS
(1952), have established comparable spectral absorption curves for
a great number of leaves. The absorption spectra (fig. 9) of a thin,
light green leaf (Lactuca, from
RABIDEAU et al.), of a thick, dark
green leaf (Ficus, from RABIDEAU
Wave length (my )
et al), and of a leaf with averFro. 9.9.Fractional
light
absorption
Fractionallightabsorptionby
byaathin
thinleaf
leaf age absorption characteristics (the
(Lactuca, taken from RABIDEAU et al.,
mean of leaves of bean, spinach,
1946), by an average leaf (average of
Swiss chard, and tobacco, from
bean, spinach, Swisschard,and tobacco,
Moss et al.) were used in our caltaken from Moss and LOOMIS, 1952),
and by a thick leaf (Ficus,taken from
culations.
RABIDEAU et al.,1946).
For intervals of 20m[i between
400 and 700 m\i mean values of
Ex, a\, and Nhc/X were determined, and the ratio Einsteins absorbed/incident erg, (k(f), was calculated according to
S £ A - a A - X / Nhc
££A
in which E\
ax
26

(20)

= the incident energy (erg)
= the fraction of the incident energy absorbed
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Nhc/X = the energy content of 1 Einstein (erg)
N
= AVOGADRO'Snumber (6.03 X 1023)
h
= PLANCK'Sconstant (6.60 X 10-27erg.sec)
c
= the velocity of light (3 x 1010cm.sec-1)
X
= wavelength(cm)
Combination of equations 20 and 17 gives the ratio Einsteins absorbed.
cm -2 .sec -1 . lux -1 :
1.54SE A -a A -X/Mc
ktf =
2 £ A • VX

(21)

TABLEV. Absorption of light from different lightsources(400-700 mjx) by three leaf types, viz., a thin
leaf(Lactuca,absorption spectrum takenfrom RABEDEAUetal.,1946), an average leaf (mean
of bean, spinach, Swiss chard, andtobacco,takenfrom Moss and LOOMIS, 1952),and a thick
leaf (Ficus, takenfrom RABIDEAU etal.,1946).
Columns II, HI, IV: Einsteins absorbed per incidenterg; columns V, VI, VII: Einsteinsabsorbed.sec-1.cm-2 per ft-c; between brackets: relative values, taking the values for a 500
W incandescent lamp equal to 100.

n
Light source

13

m

IV

VI

VII

u

x 10~ Einsteins absorbed
perincidenterg

x 10~ Einsteins absorbed•
sec _1 .cnr 2per ft-c

Thinleaf Aver,leaf Thickleaf

Thinleaf Aver,leaf Thick leaf

Sun
Incand. 500W
ÄPL400W
ML 250W
HO 450W

2.97 (93)
3.18(100)
2.80 (88)
2.93 (92)
2.29 (72)

3.78 (94) 4.27 (93)
4.02(100) 4.61(100)
3.62 (90) 4.18 (91)
3.78 (94) 4.38 (95)
3.20 (80) 3.90 (85)

1.28 (90)
1.43 (100)
1.05 (74)
1.10 (77)
0.61 (43)

1.63 (90;
1.81 (700J
1.36 (75)
1.42 f<50J
0.85 (47)

1.84 (88)
2.07(700J
1.57 (75;
1.65 (79)
1.04 f50;

Fluorescenttubes
(Philips)
Warmtint(TL-29) . . .
Deluxewarmtint(TL-32)
White(TL-33)
Deluxewhite(7X-34) . .
Daylight(7X-55) . . . .

2.70
2.98
2.72
2.90
2.80

(85)
(93)
(85)
(91)
(88)

3.63 (90)
3.90 (97)
3.60 (89)
4.03(100)
3.61 (89)

4.33
4.52
4.20
4.31
4.11

0.82
1.17
0.91
1.13
1.10

1.10
1.53
1.21
1.57
1.42

1.31
1.78
1.41
1.68
1.62

Blue(rL-18)
. . . . .
Green (TL-IT)
Yellow (7X-16)
. . . .
Red(7X-15)

2.81 (88)
2.34 (73)
2.72 (85)
3.83(120)

3.39 (84)
3.20 (80)
3.72 (92)
4.65(115)

3.54 (77)
3.90 (85)
4.75(103)
5.10(111)

2.30(161)
0.57 (40)
0.74 (52)
6.07(425)

2.77 (152)
0.78 (-«J
1.01 (56)
7.37 (405;

2.89(139)
0.95 (46;
1.29 (62j
8.08 (388)

Fluorescent tubes
(Gen. Electric)
Warmwhite . .- . . . .
Deluxewarmwhite . . .
Coolwhite
Deluxecoolwhite . . .
Daylight

2.68
2.83
2.69
2.75
2.81

3.58
3.69
3.55
3.52
3.67

4.26
4.34
4.12
4.02
4.23

0.81
0.97
0.91
1.01
1.04

1.08
1.26
1.20
1.30
1.36

1.29
1.48
1.39
1.48
1.57

Blue
Green
Gold
Pink
Red

2.79 (87)
2.25 (71)
2.60 (81)
3.06 (96)
3.64 (114)

(84)
(89)
(84)
(86)
(88)

(89)
(92)
(88)
(87)
(91)

3.41 (85)
3.15 (78)
3.61 (90)
3.96 (98)
4.49(112)

(94)
(98)
(91)
(94)
(89)

(92)
(94)
(89)
(87)
(92)

3.65 (79)
3.93 (85)
4.50 (98)
4.58 (99)
5.04(109)
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(57)
(82)
(64)
(79)
(77)

(57)
(68)
(64)
(77;
f73)

(60)
(84)
(66)
(86)
(78)

(60)
rep;
fdöj
(71)
(7.5J

1.75(722,1 2.14(118)
0.50 (i5; 0.71 (i9;
0.64 (45) 0.89 (Vy;
1.31 (92J 1.69 (93)
3.40(238) 4.19 (2ii;

(63)
r«5;
(65;
(81)
(77;

(62;
(71)
(67;
(7i;
(75)

2.29 (7/0;
0.88 (42)
1.11 (5J;
1.96 (94;
4.71(226)
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TheresultsarepresentedinTableV.Fortheaverageleaf,therelativevalue
of the ratio, &<p,on the basis of lux or ft-c varies between 100 and 47 for
various sources of "white" light, and between 39 and 405 for the coloured
fluorescent tubes. The ratiofcp,based on absolute units,varies between 100
and 80for thewhitesources,and between78and 115for thecolouredtubes.
Consequently,comparison oftheincidentlightfrom different lightsourcesin
photometricunits, givesapoor picture ofthe photosyntbetic effectiveness of
these light sources. The incident energy represents the number of Einsteins
absorbedmuchmoreadequately,althoughdeviationsbetweenlightsources of
the order of 20 % mayoccur.
To demonstrate theerrorswhich mayarisewhenphotosyntheticefficiencies under different
lightsourcesarecompared onaft-cbasis,datagivenbyWENT(1957)wererecalculated.Young
tomato plants were grown for six days under various coloured fluorescent tubes. WENT expressed the efficiency of light utilization as dry weight increase per ft-c. These data and the
calculated efficiencies, based on the incident energy and on the Einsteins absorbed, are presented in Table VI in relative units, taking the efficiencies in blue light equal to 100.In the
calculations,the erg.sec_1.cm_2.ft-c_1 ratio value from Table IV was used, while the number
of Einsteins absorbed was derived from thevaluesfor the averageleaf in TableV.It can be
seen that thephotosyntheticeffectiveness ofgreenand gold lampsisunderestimated by2.5 to
3timeswhentheeffectiveness isbasedonphotometricunits,whileconsiderabledeviationsalso
occurfor thepinkand redlamps.
TABLEVI. Relative efficiencies of light utilization by young tomato plants, grown under
fluorescent lamps of different colours. Column II: efficiencies based on footcandles, according to WENT'S data (1957).Columns III and IV: efficiencies based
on incident ergs and on Einsteins absorbed respectively, calculated from WENT'S
data and from the data for an averageleaf inTablesIV and V.
I

n

m

IV

Efficiency oflight utilization
Light source

Blue
Gold
Pink
Red

mg/ft-c

mg/erg.sec_1.cm-2

mg/Eins
teins.
sec_1.cm-2

100
20
40
71
62

100
55
102
104
42

100
59
96
90
32

III-5. LIGHT CURVES OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS, OBTAINED IN LIGHT OFDIFFERENT
QUALITIES

In our experiments,artificial light sources,providinglightintensitiesinthe
order of full sunlight, were required. The use of the carbon arc seemedimpracticable, so that a choicehad to be made betweenhigh pressuremercury
vapour lamps and incandescent lamps. (Xenon lamps were not available at
the start of the experiments, but their high output and the fact that their
spectralcompositionin thevisible region ressemblesthat ofthe sun, seemto
offer importantpossibilities).
Asfar asthenumberofEinsteinsabsorbedperunitincidentenergybetween
400 and 700 m[A is concerned (see Table V), incandescent light approaches
sunlightbetterthan mercurylight.However,themeasurementandcontrolof
28
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leaf temperature proved to bemore difficult inincandescent light (see section
III—6),sothat inmost of our experimentsmercurylampswereused.
Inordertoassessthecomparabilitybetweenexperimentsinlightof different
qualities,the rates ofphotosynthesis of leaves of sugar beet and tomato were
measured in light from mercury lamps (i/0-450 W, PHILIPS), from fluorescent lamps (TL-33, PHILIPS), and from incandescent lamps (Altrilux, 500W,
PHILIPS).Insixexperiments,photosynthesis ofeachleafwassuccessivelymeasured in mercury light andin incandescent light,whilethreeexperimentswere
made influorescent light only.Themeanlightcurvesareplotted infig.10.

_

100 -

FIG. 10
Rateof photosynthesis in light
from incandescent, high pressure mercury, and fluorescent
lamps.Sugar beet leaf; 0.03%
CO2; leaf temperature 2125°C.
x 10 erg . sec

As could be expected, within the range of limiting light intensities, photosynthesis was highest in incandescent light and lowest in mercury light. The
maximum efficiency of light energy conversion was reached at low light intensities, and was in mercury light 70%and influorescentlight 80%of the
efficiency in incandescent light (Table VII, columns II and III). On account
of the number of Einsteins absorbed per unit incident energy (Table V), the
relativeefficiencies ofaverageleavesshouldbe80%inmercurylightand89 %
influorescentlight, whereas in thin leaves the expected efficiencies should be
72%and 85% respectively (Table VII, columns IV and V). Probably, the
spectral absorption of the beet and tomato leaves isbest approached bythat
oftheaverageleavesinTableV,sothatthelessefficient utilizationofmercury
lightisnot due solelyto alessefficient absorption oflight quanta, but also to
anapproximately 10%lowerquantum efficiency. This,probably, results from
the relatively high proportion of blue radiation in mercury light, which may
have been absorbed by pigments with a low efficiency of energy transfer, cf.
GABRIELSEN(1940,1948).
At high light intensities, photosynthesis in mercury light is still 5%lower
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 59 (13), 1-68 (1959)
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TABLEVII. Maximumefficiency oflightutilizationinsugarbeetandtomatoleavesinmercury
lightandfluorescentlight,compared with themaximumefficiency in incandescent
light (columns IIandIQ), together with therelative values of the ratio Einsteins
absorbed/incident energyforaverageandthinleaves (columns IVandV), derived
from TableV.
I

II

m

Maximum efficiency
oflight utilization

TZ.-33/incandescent . . . .
HO-450W/incandescent . .

IV

V

Einsteins absorbed/incident
energy, 400-700 mfjt.

sugar beet

tomato

average leaf

thin leaf

0.80
0.70

0.69

0.89
0.80

0.85
0.72

than inincandescent light; this does not seem to bedueto incomplete light
saturation.Since,atthenormalC02-concentrationsusedintheseexperiments,
the capacity of the diffusion process determines the rate of photosynthesis
(cf.Chapter IV),it maybethat the diffusion resistanceisslightlyincreasedin
mercury light.
The experiments reveal that light curves of photosynthesis, obtained in
mercury light arenotquantitativelyvalid for other light sources.Thelargest
deviations occuratlowlight intensities.Theyaremainlyduetodifferences in
thenumber ofEinsteinsabsorbed perunitofincident energy,sothattherates
to be expected in other light sources can be approximated by taking into
account theratio valueslisted inTable V.Inhigh light intensities, the differencesamount toafewpercent only.
IH-6. TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTSINAN IRRADIATED LEAF, ENCLOSED IN AN
ASSIMILATION CHAMBER

In photosynthesis experiments, thetemperature ofthe chloroplasts should
beapproximated.Inthepresent experiments,thermocouples wereattachedto
the under surface oftheleaf, sothat thissurfacetemperature should beclose
to that ofthe chloroplasts intheneighbourhood ofthe thermojunction. Care
mustbetakentoensurethatthethermocoupleindicatestheactualtemperature
of the lower leaf side;e.g.heating bydirect absorption ofradiant energyby
thethermojunction should beavoided asmuchaspossible.
The heat transfer from theleaf towards theairstream isafunction of the
temperature difference between theleaf surface and theair.Athigh lightintensities, thelowspecific heat oftheair,andtherelatively small mass ofair
supplied totheleaf, willcauseanappreciableincreaseinairtemperatureand,
consequently, in leaf temperature in the direction of air flow. Therefore,
severalthermocouplesshould beusedinorder toobtain areliableestimateof
the mean leaf temperature.
As compared with outside conditions,thevelocity ofthe airstream inthe
assimilation chamber usually islow, andthis results in alowcoefficient*) of
heat transfer from the leaf towards the ambient air and, consequently, in
relativelylarge differences betweenleaf temperature andairtemperature.For
*)k, according to Q = kAt in which ß istheheat transfer andAt thetemperature differencebetween theleaf and theambientair.
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the same reason, the leaf temperature will increase strongly with increasing
lightintensity whenno precautions aretaken,as,e.g.,cooling of the wallsof
the assimilation chamber.
Some of the features, mentioned above, were examined in respect of the
conditions prevailingin our experiments.
The direct heating of the thermojunctions by the absorption of radiant
energy was evaluated by placing thermocouples in the empty assimilation
chamber whilefilteringthe incident light through a leaf, placed on the front
wall of the chamber, so that the irradiation conditions occurring in actual
experiments were approximated.At highlight intensities (30x 104erg.sec -1 .
cm -2 ) from mercury lamps, the temperature readings were 0.1 to 0.15°C
higher than in the dark. With incandescent lamps, the difference amounted
to as much as 2.8°C, and this undoubtedly is due to the highproportion of
near infrared radiation which is weakly absorbed by the leaf, so that the
energyreachingthethermocouplesismuchhigherthan in the case of mercury
lamps.
Anapproximateassessmentoftherelationbetweenthetemperatureof thechloroplastsand
that ofthe
lowerleaf surface (/&)was attempted for enclosed leaves,exposed tomercurylight.
Onecm2of a leaf model, 0.1 mm thick, was considered, introducing the following simplifications:
a. Theupper 0.05 mm consist of pallissadecellswithoutintercellular
spaces,
sothat the heat
:l
conductivity isclose to that of water Çkw = 0.0014 cal.sec~1.cm"1.°C~
).2The
coefficient of
_1
heattransfer of the "water" layer,kw,then amountsto0.28 cal.sec .cnr . 0 C _1 .
b. The lower 0.05 mm consist almost
entirely of air, and for thisinternal air layer \i.a. =
0.000057cal-sec-^cnrVC- 1 ,andki.a. = 0.0114cal.sec-1.cm-2.°C-1.
c. An irradiation
of 31.5 x 104 erg.sec~1.cm-2, and an absorption {A) of 80% (0.0060 cal.
sec -1.cm -2 ), which is fully localised inaninfinitely thinupperleaflayer, are considered.
d. Theenergyusedinphotosynthesis isneglected,sincethisamountstoonlyafewpercentof
A (GAASTRA, 1958).

e. Energy exchange by heat radiation between the leaf and the walls of the assimilation
chamberisabsent.
ƒ. The transpiration rate, T,istaken as 1.5 gram H20.dmr 2 .h _1 ,whichis a reasonable value
for theconditions1considered {cf. Chapter V).
Sincethe heat of vaporization of water at
20°Cis 585 cal.gr , about 0.0025 cal.sec._1.cm-2 are used for transpiration.
g. Followingtheassumption about thecross-section of theleaf (see aand b), the evaporation
takesplaceinthemiddle oftheleaf.
h. Thetemperatureoftheairstreams(ta) aboveand belowtheleafisthesame.
The coefficient of heat transfer from the leaf surfaces towards the external air is estimated
from RASCHKE(1956)
and taken aske.a. = 0.00021 cal.sec~1.cm~2.°C~1(leaf width 10cm, air
-1
velocity 0.1 m.sec ).
Therateofheatflow, q,through 1cm2ofalayerwitha coefficient ofheat transfer k, and a
temperature difference At betweenboth sidesisgivenby

-"«-W-T

CT

inwhichr is theheatresistance.Whenqflowsthroughsuccessivelayerswithdifferent fc-values,
thisequationis validfor eachlayer,but itcaneasilybederived thatqisalsogivenbythe ratio
total temperature difference/sum ofsuccessiveresistances (ECKERT, 1949),viz.,
<? = - g 7

(22a)

Since theheat resistances in our leaf model are:re.a. = 1/0.00021 = 4750,rw = 1/0.28 =
3.5, andr«.a. = 1/0.0114= 87.5, themodeofheatdissipationcannowbeconsidered quantitatively. Denotingthequantitiesofheat transferred to the external air through the upper and
lowerleafsurfaces byqu and q\>respectively,weobtain(seefig.11):
A = qu + qb + T,hencequ + qb= A — T = 0.0035
(23)
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Furthermore,theexternalairtemperatures onbothsidesoftheleafareequal,sothat
4750qu = 3.5(qb + 0.0025) + (87.5 + 4750)q„

(24)

Solution of equations 23 and 24gives <?& = 0.00173. The temperature difference between
"chloroplasts"andlowerleafsurface,tu-tb, equals (ta - tm)- (tm - tb) = 3.5 (#>+ 0.0025)+
87.5?6 = 0.166°C.
Analogous calculations showed that, with partial heat
dissipation by heat radiation from the leaf surfaces towardsthe,5°Ccooler,wallsof the assimilation chamber,
tu- tbwasofthesameorderofmagnitude,whereas,inthe
extreme case of a non-transpiring leaf, the temperature
difference wascalculated to be0.27°C.
r e . a . = 4750
In actual leaves the temperature difference between
chloroplasts and lower leaf surface isprobably evenless,
A r 0.0060
becausetheassumptionofcompletelightabsorptioninthe
upper leaf layer and very low heat conductivity of the
lower portion of the leaf, tends to overestimate the dif: 3.5
ferences. Moreover, theslighttemperatureincreaseof the
thermojunctions by the absorption of radiant energywill
partly compensate the actual differences, so that in mercury light the temperature of the chloroplasts will be
fairly closely approximated. With incandescent light, at
r
high light intensities,the temperatures areprobably overi.*.= 67.5
estimated owing to the absorption of radiant energy by
thethermojunctions (cf. p. 31).However,theerrorwillbe
smaller than that observed in the experiments with thermocouples in the empty assimilation chamber, since the
r
coefficient of heat transfer from the thermojunction to» . * . = 4750
wardstheleaf surface islarger thanthatfrom thethermojunction towardsthesurroundingair.

In the photosynthesis experiments, the leaf
temperature was measured by applying three
orfour thermocouples to the lower leaf surface
at adistanceof one sixth of the totalleafwidth
from the mid vein and regularly distributed
inthelongitudinal direction oftheleaf.At anirradiance of30x lOerg.sec -1 .
cm -2 from mercury lamps,thefirstcouple wasapproximately 0.5°Clower in
temperature than the last one, but in incandescent light the difference was
between 2and 3°C, sothat the average chloroplast temperature can bemore
accurately approximated in mercurylightthaninincandescent light.
The relation between light intensity and leaf temperature in mercury light
and in incandescent light is presented in Table VIII. The infrared radiation
(X> 700mji.) wasreduced to 6 and 65%of the total intensity respectively,
by an 8cmwaterlayerbetween the lamps and the assimilation chamber. The
normalchamberwithwater-cooledwallswasused,aswellasthesamechamber
with air-filled lower wall, but with a single "Plexiglass" front wall without
artificial cooling. Air with an initial relative humidity of 48%was supplied
at a rate of 300l.h-1. The temperature of the air entering the chamber, and
the water temperature were 20.1°C. As expected, the leaf temperature increased with increasing light intensity, but the differences between the temperatures inthedark and at 30x 104erg.sec-1.cm -2 wereconsistently smaller
in mercury light than in incandescent light. Cooling of the walls resulted in
lowerleaftemperatures withboth lightsources.
Itisclearthattherelatively smalltemperatureincreaseinmercurylightcan
more easily be reduced further by increasing the transpiration rate (e.g.by
FIG. 11. Modeofenergydissipationinanirradiatedleaf
model.For explanation
seetext.
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TABLEVIII. Relationbetweenlightintensityandaveragetemperatureofaturnipleafenclosed
inanassimilationchamberwithand withoutcooledwalls,inmercurylightandin
incandescent light, filtered through an 8 cm water layer. Water temperature in
cooledwallsand inletairtemperature20.1°C.
I

n

in

Mercuiylamps
Light intensity
(erg-sec-i-cirr2,400-700mfx)

with

without

IV

Incandescent lamps
with

cooled walls
0
5 x 104
10 x 1044
20 X104
30 x 10

19.5°C
20.6 „
21.5 „
23.8 „
26.6 „

20.1°C
22.1 „
23.8 „
27.1 „
30.7 „

V
I

without

cooledwalls
20.6°C
24.6 „
27.1 „
31.8 „
36.5 „

19.5°C
21.5 „
22.9 „
26.5 „
31.0 „

decreasingthewatervapourtension oftheair)orbyincreasingthetransferof
energy to the surroundings (by lowering air and wall temperatures). Such
effects are shown in Table IX for a leaf exposed to 30X104erg.sec-1,cm"2,
with dry air enteringthe chamber. With walls and incomingair at 12°C,the
leaf temperature in mercury light was 21.6°C, in incandescent light 28.6°C.
Table IX shows further that with increasing temperature, the difference betweenleaf temperature and walland air temperatures becomes smaller,indicatinganincreasingcontributionoftranspirationtotheenergydissipation.
TABLEIX. Effect of inlet air temperature and wall temperature upon average temperature of
turnip leaves enclosed in an assimilation chamber, in mercury light and in incandescent_1light,-2filtered through an
8 cm water layer. Light intensity 30 x 104
-1
erg.sec .cm , air supply 300l.h .
I

n
Leaf temperature

Airand wall temperature
12°C
20 „
29 „

in

Mercury lamps

Incandescentlamps

21.6°C
26.0 „
31.7 „

28.6°C
32.4 „
37.4 „

Theexperimentsshowthatinmercurylight,themeanleaftemperaturecan
bemeasuredtowithin0.2°C,providedthreeorfour thermocouples,regularly
distributed over the leaf surface, are used. In incandescent light, filtered
through an 8 cm water layer, the uncertainty of the temperature measurements amounts to,perhaps, one or more degrees centigrade. Probably, the
error can be reduced by using near-infrared absorbingfilters(TRANQUILLINI,
1954),butthesecannot easilybeusedwherelargeareashavetobeirradiated.
Moreover, mostfiltersshow appreciable absorption in the red region of the
spectrum, sothat thephotosyntheticallyutilizibleenergyisalsoconsiderably
reduced.
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IH-7. DISCUSSION

The considerations presented in thischapter demonstrate that the comparability and the reproducibility of experiments on photosynthesis in higher
plants may be difficult because important differences can exist between the
conditions actually measured, and those directly determining photosynthesis,
viz. the chloroplast temperature, the number of absorbed light quanta, and the
C02-concentration in the external air close to the leaf surface through which
CO2i&taken up. Moreover,,the relation between the measured values and the
physiologically important values of the various factors depends upon the
environmental conditions.
With low rates of air supply e.g., the mean C02-concentration as computed
from the concentrations in the total air mass before and after passing the leaf,
may be several times higher than the effective CCVconcentrations at each
leaf surface, especially in the case of hypostomatous leaves. Failure to reproduce the position of the leaf in the chamber will also yield varying results
under conditions of CCVlimitation, when the air is supplied at a low rate.
The temperature of the leaf surface seems to give a reasonable approximation to the chloroplast temperature; it depends strongly on the light intensity
and on the infrared radiation of the light source. In sunlight, TRANQUILLINI
(1954) observed temperatures of 52.1°C in leaves enclosed in an assimilation
chamber so that the photosynthetic apparatus was damaged, and CO2 was
given off in the middle of the day. On the other hand, in lessextreme temperatures, photosynthesis will be strongly enhanced when a temperature-sensitive
process with a high Q10-valuelimits photosynthesis.
The light intensity may also be inadequately defined when the linearity of
response of the photocells is not checked (section II—9)or when photometric
units are used irrespective of the light source employed. The latter is especially
important with regard to coloured light, as could be demonstrated by a recalculation of data published by WENT (1957) on the efficiency of light energy
conversion based on photometric units:in green and yellow light the efficiencies were probably underestimated by a factor 2.5.
The great variation in photosynthetic rates published by different authors
and measured under apparently identical conditions, (see, e.g. a survey by
RABINOWITCH, 1951,Table 28.VI) probably are due more to actual variation
in the photosynthetically important conditions, than to differences in the
properties of the photosynthetic apparatus. Under conditions of C02-limitation, quantitatively valid data willbe obtained only, at high rates of air supply
(seealso HEINICKEand HOFFMAN (1953) and DECKER (1947)), while at moderate rates of air supply a reproducible position of the leaf in the centre plane of
the assimilation chamber is required. Further, leaf temperatures should be
measured, and the effect of light intensity upon leaf temperature should be
eliminated as far as possible, while light intensities must be determined correctly in absolute units.
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CHAPTER IV

THE EFFECT OF LIGHT INTENSITY AND CARBON DIOXIDE
CONCENTRATION UPON PHOTOSYNTHESIS
IV-1. INTRODUCTION

In normalair (0.03 %CO2)andatlightsaturation,photosynthesisis strongly
affected by the rate of air supply (cf. Chapter III, and KOSTYTSCHEW, BAZYRINA and WASSILIEFF(1927), HEINICKE and HOFFMAN (1933), DECKER (1947)),
a fact which demonstrates that external C02-concentrations up to at least
0.03 %CO2limit photosynthesis. Remarkably little and, moreover, conflicting
information is available on the effect on photosynthesis in crop plants of
C02-concentrations higher than normal, see Table 27.1 in RABINOWITCH
(1951).
Some observations of previous investigators, together with the relevant
experimental data are given in Table X. In many experiments, C02-saturation
was not reached (column II) which, taking into account the variation in
photosyntheticrates(column IV),wouldappeartobelargely dueto insufficient
control of the experimental conditions. Leaf temperatures werenot measured,
and in the experiments with a low rate of air supply, steep C02-gradients in
the external air probably occurred. Furthermore, high leaf temperatures may
have created sub-optimal physiological conditions in the leaf.
C02-saturation was obtained in experiments of HOOVER et al. (0.11 %),
SINGH and LAL (0.172 %), and MÜLLER (10 %). The high saturating concentration obtained by MÜLLER undoubtedly is due to the low rate of air supply,
which is estimated to be in the order of 6 l.h -1 .
In MÜLLER'Sexperiments,the02-concentration wasrecorded by theparamagnetic method.
Itfollowsfrom thesensitivityindicated (1 %6O2= 50
unitsofscaledeflection) and thegreatest
deflection obtained
(15units)that X x 10 x 10~2 x 15/50mm 3 O 2 .h- 1 are
produced (X =
-1
flow ratein l.h ).Themaximum 02-exchange observed was25mgO2.lv1which, taking into3
accountthemolecular3weight
(32) andthemolvolume(22.41),equalsapproximately 22.4 x10
x 25/32 = 17500mm .h-1.Hence X = 10' 4 x 17500 x 50/15 = ól.rr 1 .

The maximum light intensity in the experiments of SINGH and LAL is not
clearly defined ("1875 candle power") but was probably low, judging by the
low rate of photosynthesis.
Extensive and reliable data are given by HOOVER, JOHNSTON and BRACKETT.
For each of six light intensities, photosynthesis in young wheat plants was
measured at several C02-concentrations, in rapidly circulated air. Although
the experiments lasted about a week, so that considerable corrections for
growth had to be applied, very consistent data were obtained. The highest
light intensity at the leaf surface was 950 ft-c which, according to Table IV
of this paper, corresponds to approximately 4.3 x 104 erg.sec -1 .cm - 2 . The
plants were irradiated from all directions, and the maximum incident energy
amounted to about 8.6 x 104 erg.sec -1 .cm -2 .
Probably,theactualvalueis lower,becausepart oftheredradiationwillhavebeenabsorbed
by thecopper sulphatefilter, resultingin a lowererg.sec^.cnrtft-c -1 ratio.In a discussion
of
these
data RABINOWITCH(1951,fig.27.3)mentionsamaximumintensityof68 x 104erg.sec_1.
-2
cm .However,inthisvalue1theinfrared radiation is included,whereas,moreover,theintensity
onthesurface oftheleavesis /4ofthisvalue,cf.HOOVERetal., p.5.
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 59 (13), 1-68 (1959)
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In viewof the uncertain experimental conditions and their bearing upon the
results in most of the experiments discussed, an attempt was made to collect
some more information about the relation between C02-concentration and
photosynthesis at different light intensities. In contrast to HOOVER et ah,
corrections for growth were avoided by completing the experiments in one or,
occasionally, two days. This meant, however, that at the most three or four
C02-concentrations could be combined with three or four light intensities,
and less extensive series of curves were obtained. For technical reasons, the
maximum CCVconcentration applied was about 0.15 %, so that in some experiments CCVsaturation was not obtained.
IV-2. TECHNIQUE AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Young, fully developed leaves from sugar beet, turnip, tomato, and cucumber plants,grown in gravel culture under controlled conditions, were used in
the majority of the experiments. Byusing mercury lamps as a light source and
by controlling the water temperature in the walls of the assimilation chamber,
the leaf temperature was kept between 21 and 24°C during the experiments.
The rate of air flow was between 2and 3l.h -1 .cm - 2 leaf.
In a specially constructed assimilation chamber with a water-cooled upper
wall, experiments were made with young intact spinach plants, grown in soil.
The light intensity was measured at the top of the plants.
At a given C02-concentration, the rate of photosynthesis was measured at
different light intensities, after which the same procedure was repeated in air
with other C02-concentrations. The respiration rate was determined at the
beginning and, occasionally, also at the end of the experiments. Usually it
had increased by 10 to 20 %, but the maximum rate was 10 mm 3 .cm~2.h _ 1 ,
so that the measurement of photosynthesis was not seriously affected by the
increased respiration rate.
Representativecurvesareshowninfigs.12-Aand B.Atthehighest lightintensity used, in all leaves, except cucumber, CCVsaturation was reached, or
nearly so, at concentrations in the order of 0.1 % CO2 (figs. 12-B). The figs.
12-A show that light saturation was also reached, so that the maximum rates
of photosynthesis for the given leaf temperature (21 to 24°C) have been
obtained.
IV-3. DISCUSSION

Compared with the data given by SINGH and LAL, WASSINK, and MÜLLER
(see Table X), C02-saturation was obtained at low concentrations (about
0.1 % CO2) while the maximum rates (between 180 and 250 mm 3 CC>2.cm-2.
h _ 1 ), in spite of the low CC>2-concentration, are higher at comparable light
intensities. This suggests that, in the previous investigations mentioned, either
the effective C02-concentrations were overestimated, or the photosynthetic
apparatus wasbelow optimum efficiency, a possibility recognized by WASSINK
forhisplantmaterial(whichhadbeenforwarded bymail).Theratesobtained by
LUNDEGÂRDH, and by CHAPMAN and LOOMISwere of the same order of magnitude as those in the present investigation, but photosynthesis was almost
linearlyincreasingwiththeC02-concentration upto thehighest concentrations
applied (0.236 % and 0.15 % CO2 respectively). Although the difference may
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 59 (13), 1-68 (1959)
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FIG. 12. Photosynthesis (P, in mm C02.cm .h ) in relation to light intensity at different
C02-concentrations (figs.A), and in relation to CC>2-concentration at different light
intensities(figs.B).Leaves of sugar beet,turnip, tomato, cucumber; young spinach
plants;
leaf temperature 21°-24°C. Parameters in A: % CO2; in B: light intensity
in 104 erg.sec^.cm -2 . In A the maximum efficiency of light energy conversion is
indicated in per cent.

bedue to the different growth conditions of the plants (outdoors as opposed to
the controlled environment of the present study),a more plausible explanation
seems to be that in full sunlight the leaf temperature was higher than 21°C,
resulting in higher saturating concentrations of CO2,as indicated by fig. 13.
Light intensity curves of photosynthesis were determined for tomato and
turnip leavesatdifferent leaftemperatures and atnormalandhighCC>2-concentrations, and for cucumber leaves at a high C02-concentration only (fig. 13).
At 0.03 % CO2, photosynthesis is almost independent of leaf temperature,
while at higher concentrations the rate is strongly affected by temperature, so
that light saturation wasnot reached at the highest temperatures (31to 35°C).
At CCVconcentrations around 0.03 % and at light saturation, photosynthesis is almost independent of temperature, but it is affected by the CO2concentration, indicating that the rate of diffusion of CO2 from the external
air towards the chloroplasts determines the rate of photosynthesis (VAN DEN
HONERT, 1930). The temperature-sensitivity of photosynthesis at higher CO2concentrations indicates that, under these conditions, a biochemical process
limits the rate. The Q10-values, then observed, are lower than those normally
occurring in such processes, due, probably, to the fact that light saturation
was not yet complete, so that the temperature-independent photochemical
process was determining the rate in part of the system.
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The slopeofthe light curves atlowlight intensitiesindicatesthemaximum
efficiency of light energy conversion. The percentage values are shown in
figs. 12-A. The quantum efficiency, O, is approximated by taking into account thenumber ofEinsteins absorbed perunit incident energyfor mercury
lightand"average"leavesasgiveninTableV.Discardingthedataforspinach
(wherethedetermination ofthelightintensityincident upontheleavesnecessarily wasless accurate, because whole plants were used), the quantum efficiences for cucumber, turnip,beet, andtomato were0.081,0.116,0.087, and
0.085 moles CO2per Einstein absorbed respectively. Since mercury light is
probably used 10%less efficiently than incandescent light and sunlight(cf.
section III—5), the maximum quantum efficiences (<I> = 0.1), obtained in
higher plants by WASSINK (1946) and GABRIELSEN (1947) are fairly well
approximated intheseexperiments.
In thepresent experiments wewere primarily interested in the maximum
capacity of photosynthesis, so that C02-concentrations lower than normal
were used only incidentally. Experiments to bedescribed inthenext section
(seefigs.19 and23)show that at high light intensities, the relation between
photosynthesis and C02-concentration is linear in the concentration range
from zeroto0.03 %C0 2 .
The results presented here arein agreement with those of HOOVER etal.,
whichseemtobetheonlyexperiments listedinTableXusingboth lowCO2gradients in the external air (which wasrapidly recirculated) and correctly
estimated leaf temperatures (incandescent light wasfilteredthrough CuS04filters). Thus, in many higher plants CCVsaturation seems to bereached in
concentrations of approximately 0.1 %CO2at temperatures between 21 and
24°C.
CHAPTER V

THE RELATION BETWEEN STOMATAL DIFFUSION RESISTANCE
AND PHOTOSYNTHESIS, ASINFLUENCED BY LIGHT INTENSITY
AND CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION
V-l. INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter it wasconcluded that, under conditions ofCO2limitation, therate ofphotosynthesis isgoverned bytherate of diffusion of
CO2 from the external air towards the reaction centre in the chloroplasts.
Sincethestomata form part ofthe diffusion path, andtheir opening depends
on external conditions, an investigation into the influence of the stomata
upontherateofphotosynthesis seemedofvalue.
In leaves well provided with water, an increase in light intensity causes
stomatal opening, while most investigators (cf. HEATH and RUSSELL, 1954)
havefound thatanincreaseintheexternalC02-concentration inducesclosing.
Thus, theinfluence oflight and CO2upon photosynthesis maybedirect(by
wayofthephotosynthetic processproper)orindirect (bywayofthedegreeof
stomatalopening and, hence,byinfluencing thecapacity ofthediffusion process).Intheexperimentstobedescribedin this chapter, anattempt wasmade
to distinguish these direct andindirect effects. In order todoso,therelation
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between thestomatalopeningandthecapacity ofthe total diffusion path,and
that between the capacity of the diffusion process and the capacity of other
possible rate-determining processes must be established. An appreciable influence of the rate of C02-supply upon photosynthesis can be expected only
when no other processes, e.g. the photochemical process, are limiting the
photosynthetic rate.
V-2.

T H E MEASUREMENT OF STOMATAL OPENING

V-2-1. Requirements. Since the transport of CO2 through the stomata isa
diffusion process, thedegree of stomatal opening should becharacterized asa
diffusion resistance. In investigations into the stomatal control of photosynthesis, the diffusion resistance and the rate of photosynthesis should be
measured in the same leaf, in order to avoid individual differences between
leaves,whileboth should beexamined underthesameexperimental conditions,
in particular with regard to C02-concentration andlight intensity. Moreover,
the average resistance of a large number of stomata must be determined, in
order to compensate differences between individual stomata.
The reaction ofthe stomata upon achangeinlight intensity orCC>2-concentration is slow (seesection V-3)as compared with that ofthe photosynthetic
process proper. Therefore, valuable information about thestomatal controlof
photosynthesis can be obtained when the methods used allow simultaneous
and continuous measurements ofstomatal resistance and photosynthesis.
Various methods commonly applied for theinvestigation of stomatal opening are not suitable for our purpose. For obvious reasons, LLOYD'S method,
infiltration methods, microscopic observation, and impression methods are
inadequate.
With the porometer technique, quantitative data are obtained only when
certain precautions are taken (SPANNER and HEATH, 1951). Primarily, theresistance toviscous flow through aleaf segment enclosed byacup, sealed onto
the leaf, is measured. To convert this resistance into a stomatal diffusion resistance, corrections must bemade for theresistance ofthe intercellular space
system and for the influence of stomata outside thecup.Finally, the relation
between resistance toviscousflowanddiffusion resistance must be established
(seePENMAN, 1942).Itis necessary to ensure that theC02-concentration of the
air inthecupandofthat outsideitarethesame,becausethestomatal opening
depends on the CC>2-concentration of the air. Many investigators, however,
have used cups which were permanently attached to the leaf and contained
stagnant air,sothat theC02-concentration ofthe airwithin thecupmust have
been severely reduced byphotosynthetic C02-uptake. Asa consequence, their
results arequestionable, as HEATH (1950) haspointed out.To overcome these
difficulties, SPANNER and HEATH (1951) recommended the useof cups, which
are detached or swept with air between measurements. This means, however,
that continuous measurements are impossible, while the CC>2-concentration
may still be reduced considerably during the measurement. (Assuming e.g.
1 cm 3of air with 0.03% CO2 originally available per cm 2leaf, and a photosynthetic rate of 100mm 3C02.cm - " 2 .h _1 ,theentire CCVcontent ofthe sample
would be consumed in 11 seconds). Therefore, after preliminary experiments
with the porometer technique, this method wasdiscarded for the present experiments.
42
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In the method finally adopted, the data needed for the calculation of the
stomatal diffusion resistance are derived from the continuously measured
transpiration rates and leaf temperatures, simultaneously with the continuously measured photosynthetic rates. The underlying principles are treated in
the next section.
V-2-2. The quantitative estimation of the stomatal diffusion resistance.
In transpiration, water evaporates from thewet cellwalls,liningthe intercellular space. The water vapour diffuses through the intercellular space and the
stomata to the leaf surface, and further to the surrounding air. In photosynthesis, CO2 in the external air is transported towards the leaf surface;it then
diffuses through the stomata and the intercellular space and, after dissolving
in the aqueous medium of the walls of the mesophyll cells, to the reaction
centre in the chloroplasts.
BROWN and ESCOMBE (1900) calculated the stomatal diffusion resistance
from the dimensions ofthe stomata,while RENNER (1910) and MASKELL(1928)
computed the diffusion resistance in the external air. Along similar lines
BANGE (1953) calculated the diffusion resistance in Zebrina leaves. He found
a close agreement between the theoretically expected transpiration rate and
that actually observed. The method used in the present investigation for the
calculation of the stomatal diffusion resistance is based upon BANGE'S results.
Before discussing it in detail, the nature of the diffusion process willbe briefly
outlined. An extensive treatment isgiven by the above mentioned authors and
by PENMAN and SCHOFIELD (1951).
BROWN and ESCOMBE (1900) used FICK'S diffusion law for the calculation
of the rate of diffusion in a stomatal tube:

Q = Drto-rt-a

(25)

in which Q = the diffusion rate (cm 3 diffusing matter.sec -1 )
D — the diffusion constant (cm2, sec -1 )
co and c\ = cm 3 diffusing substance per cm 3 air, at both ends of
the tube
a = the cross-section of the tube (cm2)
/ = the length of the tube (cm)
By analogy with OHM'S law for the flow of electricity, co-ci can be regarded
as corresponding to a "potential difference", while the diffusion resistance
can be defined as r = IIDa (secern -3 ).
Several diffusion resistances are successively encountered in photosynthesis
and transpiration, e.g. in the external air during diffusion towards the leaf as
a whole, or away from it (ra), and through the stomata (r s ). The latter again
can be divided into resistances encountered during diffusion towards the stomatal opening (r s i), insidethe stomatal tube(rsi) andawayfrom thelatter(rS3).
In a system of successive resistances, the total resistance equals the sum of
the separate resistances. This was demonstrated experimentally by BANGE
(1953) for diffusion of water vapour from the intercellular spaces in a leaf
towards the external air. The total resistanceinthegaseouspart ofthe diffusion
path thus amounts to
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r = ra + rs

'

(26)

while the stomatal resistance amounts to
rs = rsl + rsi + rs3

(27)

The resistances can easily be calculated for a circular leaf (radius 5 cm),
containing N equally spaced pores with circular cross-section (radius s cm,
length / cm), cf. BROWN and ESCOMBE (1900), PENMANand SCHOFIELD(1951),
2
BANGE (1953). Per cm leaf area, in still air, they amount to
rS2=

/ sl = r s 3 =

"

ra =

/
A
—s—F; •r r
secern- 1
2
TO •D N
4i^D"
4sT-j) '

N
A

sec cm

(28)

"_1

<29)

secern" 1

(30)

-

In the steady state, the diffusion rate through successive resistances equals
the ratio of the total concentration difference to the total diffusion resistance,
as well as the ratio of the concentration difference to the resistance along each
separate part of the diffusion path. The rate of photosynthesis, P (cm 3 C02.
cm _2 .sec _1 ), which under all conditions is equal to the rate of CC>2-diffusion,
may, therefore, be expressed as follows
_ [CC>2]a- [CQ2]surf _ [CQ2]surf- [ C O 2 W _ [CO2]a - [CO2]int

ra,coz

rs>coi

»"0,002 +

,-.,

r

s,co2

in which [C02] a , [CO2]$urf, and [COzlmt refer to concentrations (cm 3 C02.
c m - 3air)inthe unchanged external air, in theair very close to the leaf surface,
and in the intercellular spaces, respectively.
Accordingly, the rate of transpiration, T (cm 3 water vapour.cm _2 .sec _1 ),
is expressed by
T =

[H2OW-[H2OW/

=

I's, H2O

[H20W/-[H20]g
l'a, H2O

=

[H2OW-[H2Q]a
rs, H 2O+ ra, H2O

inwhichthewatervapour concentrations are expressed in cm 3vapour.cm -3air.
The diffusion resistance of stomata with an idealized shape can easily be
calculated according to equations 28, 29, and 27, but the calculations cannot
be made frequently and simultaneously with the photosynthetic rate. Moreover, for the naturally occurring complex shape of the stomata, the calculation
is difficult (cf. BANGE, 1953).

According to equations 31 and 32, however, the diffusion resistance of any
part of the diffusion path can also be obtained from the rates of photosynthesis or transpiration and the concentration difference of the CO2 or water
vapour at the two ends of the diffusion path considered. In this way (rs +
ra) H 2 o was calculated according to
. . .
(rs + ra)s2o =
44

[ H 2 O W - [H 2 Q] g
j,

„„
(33)
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The transpiration rate, T, and [H20] a are measured, while [H2O]« can
be derived from the leaf temperature. When the leaf is well supplied with
water, the air in the intercellular space is assumed to be saturated with water
vapour, so that [ H 2 0 ] ^ corresponds to the saturated water vapour pressure
at the measured leaf temperature in the interior of the leaf.
It is impossible to prove by direct measurements that the air in the intercellular space is
saturated withwater vapour. GRADMANN (1928)and VAN DEN HONERT (1948) have pointed out
that the relative humidity of air, in equilibrium with solutions with a diffusion pressure deficit
(DPD) corresponding to the DPD of the cell sap in mesophyll cells, is very high (see also
SHULL, 1939), so that the air in the intercellular space is nearly saturated with water vapour.
However, this is only true, when small resistances occur during the transport of water through
the membranes of the cells lining the intercellular space (BANGE, 1953, SLAVÎK, 1958). SLAVIK
analysed the rate of water loss by detached leaves according to HYGEN'S method (1951, 1953),
and concluded that the air in the intercellular space is not saturated with water vapour. The
same conclusion was reached by KLEMM (1956) from his measurements of the rate of water
loss by detached leaves, the epidermis of which had been stripped off. However, KLEMM'S
quantitative comparison between membrane resistance and stomatal resistance seems incorrect. In his Table 4 the transpiration rates of leaves with and without epidermis ( + £ and
—E respectively) are compared with the evaporation rate of a 0.25 molar sugar solution (Z).
The relative values of the membrane resistance (W m ), of the stomatal resistance {Ws) and of
the total resistance (Wt) are calculated according to: Wm = Zj-E; Ws — ( - £ ) / ( + £ ) ;
Wt = ZI (+.E). In this calculation, however, the external air resistance, Wa, is neglected.
Applying theprinciple of addition of successive resistances, the following expressions for these
relativeresistances areobtained: Wa = 1/Z; Wa+ Wm= 1/(-£); Wt = Wa+ Ws+ Wm =
1 / ( + £ ) . Treating the average data in KLEMM'STable 4 in this way, Ws/Wm is found to be 9.7
instead of 2.6, so KLEMM appears to have overestimated themembrane resistance considerably.
Nevertheless, the experiments of SLAVIK and KLEMM indicate that, with large water losses
and a relatively small water supply, the air in the intercellular space may not be saturated with
water vapour. On the other hand, STÂLFELT (1956) and MILTHORPE and SPENCER (1957) could
not detect appreciable membrane resistances in leaves well provided with water. In the present
experiments with attached leaves, no decrease in the transpiration rate was observed, even
when the leaves were exposed to high light intensities for several hours, so that the resistance
in the mesophyll membranes must have been low. Therefore, the assumption that the air in the
intercellular spacewas saturated with water vapour, was approximately correct in this case.

The external air resistance,ra< H 2 O, cannot bederived from the transpiration
measurements, because [H20] SMr / is not known. This resistance, however,
can be approximated by measuring the rate of evaporation from a piece of
moist blotting paper of the same shape as the leaf, and exposed to the same
conditions. For this leaf model, [H2O]surfcan be derived from the measured
surface temperature. Hence,
[ H 2 O W / - [H 2 Q] a
'..H,O =

(

(34)

Evaporation

in which the evaporation rate isexpressed incm 3water vapour.cm~2.sec_1, and
the concentrations in cm 3 water vapour.cm~3air.
The stomatal diffusion resistance for CO2can now be calculated according
to
r

s, CO2=

H 2
n

ö

- ° •{ (ra+ rs)H2o- rà,H 2 O }

co2

{

(35)

J

in which £>H 2 O and Dco2 a r e the diffusion constants of watervapour and CO2
in air (cm2.sec_1).
In the present investigation, the stomatal diffusion resistance was calculated according to the equations presented in this section from the simultaMeded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 59 (13), 1-68 (1959)
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neously measured leaf temperatures and rates of photosynthesis and transpiration, and from the evaporation rates of leaf models. For Dco2 a n d ^ H 2 0
the values 0.14 and 0.24 cm 2 .sec _1 respectively were accepted.
The resistance in the intercellular spaces is not considered separately. This
resistance is usually low as compared to the others. In the following considerationsitiscombined withthe stomatal resistance. Also,cuticular transpiration
and cuticular C02-diffusion are not considered, because, so far, the capacities
of these processes proved to be much smaller than the capacity of the stomatal
diffusion, as soon as the stomata are only slightly opened.
V-3. QUALITATIVE OBSERVATIONS ON THE EFFECT OF CO2 AND LIGHT UPON THE
STOMATAL DIFFUSION RESISTANCE

Before facilities for measuring the transpiration rate were available, only
leaf temperature and photosynthesis were measured simultaneously. These
experiments provide a qualitative measure of the stomatal opening, as can be
concluded from a consideration of the energy balance of the leaf:
A=P

+ T+ E — R

(36)

in which A = the absorbed light energy
P = the energy fixed in photosynthesis
T = the energy dissipated by transpiration
E = the energy transferred to the environment of the leaf by conduction, convection, and radiation
R = the respiratorye nergy
Depending on the light intensity, P is between 2 and 20 % of the absorbed
energy, whereas R isnegligible for most light intensities. Therefore, the greater
part of the absorbed energy is dissipated via T and E. E is approximately proportional to the temperature difference between the leaf and its surroundings,
so that any effect of the stomatal resistance upon transpiration is reflected in
a change of leaf temperature; opening of the stomata results in a decrease in
leaf temperature.
Some representative results, obtained with sugar beet leaves are presented
in fig. 14. The effect of the C02-concentration upon leaf temperature and
photosynthesis was investigated at two light intensities (11.5 x 104and 38.2 x
104 erg.sec _1 .cm~ 2 ).At a light intensity of 38.2 x 104erg.sec _1 .cm~ 2 , the leaf
temperature is higher than at 11.5 x 104 erg.sec~ x .cm _2 , because the larger
quantity ofenergy absorbed isnot completely dissipated by increased transpiration. At each light intensity, however, (i.e. for the same amount of energy
absorbed), the leaf temperature increases considerably when the C02-concentration increases from 0.03 % to 0.10 %, thus demonstrating an increase in
stomatal resistance within this range of C02-concentrations.
Simultaneously measured transpiration rates and temperatures of turnip
leaves at two different light intensities (20.7 x 104 and 1.65 x 104 erg.sec -1 .
cm - 2 ) as a function of the CCVconcentration are presented in fig. 15. As expected, transpiration and leaf temperature are closely related. At 20.7 x 104
erg.sec _1 .cm^ 2 , the transpiration rate is highest, while between 0.04% and
0.10 % CO2 partial closure of the stomata is obvious. At the lower light in46
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FIG. 14. Influence of CCVconcentration upon leaf temperature and photosynthesis at two
light- 2intensities.Sugarbeet; A = 38.2x KHerg.sec^.cm-^O = 11.5 x K^erg.sec -1 .
cm ; — = leaf temperature;
= photosynthesis.

tensity, closure already occurs at lower C02-concentrations, viz., between
0.01 % and0.04%.
The curve, representing the influence of light intensity upon transpiration
and leaf temperature (fig.16) offers difficulties for interpretation in terms of
stomatal opening, because transpiration and leaf temperature are directly
affected bylight intensity.Thedecrease in slopeabove 6x 104erg.sec-1.cm~2

« 3
v
2
1
0.10

I

0.15
I
% CO,

10

20

K 10* erg .sec"', cm* 2

.o°'
FIG. 15

Influence of C02-concentration upon relative leaf
temperature and transpiration at two light intensities. Turnip;
inlet air temperature 19°C; A =
20.7 x 104 erg.sec^.cnr 2 ; O = 1.65 x 104 erg.
1
-2
sec~ .cm ;
= transpiration; — = difference
betweenleaftemperatureandinletairtemperature.

FIG. 16
Influenceoflightintensity upon relative
leaf temperatureandtranspiration.Turnip; 0.03% CO2; inlet air temperature
19.6°C;
= transpiration;— = difference between leaf temperature and
inlet air temperature.
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suggeststhattheinfluence ofhigherlightintensitiesuponthestomatalopening
isrelatively small.
Thetimecourse ofthe stomatal reaction to achangeinCCVconcentration,
asreflected in the time course of transpiration, is presented infig.17for two
light intensities, viz. 20.7x 104 and 1.65 x 104 erg.sec-1.cm -2 . The time required to reachhalf ofthechangein steady statevalueafter achangeinCO2concentration,variesbetween 5.5 and 15minutes for the high light intensity,
and between 17 and 22 minutes for the low one. No clear-cut relation was
found between reaction time and CC>2-concentration. This may be due to the
unequalexposuretimesatthe different concentrations. At both light intensities,theseriesendedinanatmospherewithout CO2.After imposingdarkness,
the transpiration rate decreased sharply, due to the decrease inleaf temperature, and, hence, in [H2O\%%t-[H2O]a. Within twenty minutes, no distinct
closure of the stomata was observed, but the closing reaction started immediately after the introduction of0.13% CO2.
Simultaneouslymeasured leaftemperaturesandratesofphotosynthesis and
transpiration in a leaf of turnip are presented infig.18. All curves show a
sharp initial rise upon illumination at an intensity of 19.9x 104 erg.sec-1.
cm -2 , after a dark period. This rise, which is particularly pronounced in the
caseofleaftemperature,canbeinterpreted asindicatingthat,indarknessand
immediately after illumination, the stomata are almost closed, and that the
height of the initial rise represents the maximum rates of photosynthesis and
transpiration whicharepossible atthe givenlight intensityand high diffusion
resistance. Due to the low transpiration rate, most energymust be dissipated
by conduction, convection, and radiation, so that the leaf temperature increasessharply. After someminutes,the opening reaction ofthe stomata sets
in, and more energy is dissipated via transpiration, resulting in a decrease in
leaf temperature. Transpiration and photosynthesis almost simultaneously
reach the steady state, which suggests that the equilibration time ofphotosynthesis on a change from darkness to high light intensity in this case is
governedbytherateofopeningofthe stomata.
A decrease in light intensity from 19.9x 104to 13.1x 104erg.sec-1.cm~2
results in a rapid equilibration of all three curves, apparently because the
stomatal opening does not change. A further decrease in light intensity to
0.65 x 104 erg.sec_1.cm-2 shows a different picture. Photosynthesis quickly
reachesthesteadyrate,buttranspiration andleaftemperature atfirstshowan
appreciable decrease, due to the smaller quantity of energy absorbed; thereafter, transpiration decreases more gradually, whereas the leaf temperature
increases,reflecting theclosure ofthe stomata.
Thereaction oftranspiration andleaftemperature upon asubsequent stepwiseincreaseinlightintensityshowsthatthestomatapartlyopenat 1.77 x 104
erg.sec-1.cm -2 , while further opening occurs at 6.3x 104erg.sec-1.cm -2 . No
effect is observed on further increasing the light intensity. Photosynthesis
quickly reaches equilibrium at all three intensities. Apparently, with a stepwise increase in light intensity, the potential diffusion capacity at the lowest
intensityisgreaterthanthat requiredbytherateofthephotochemical process
at the next higher intensity. Increase in light intensity from 6.3X104 to
19.9x 104erg.sec-1.cm -2 does not result in any further opening of the stomata (as indicated by the quick equilibration of transpiration and leaf temperature), but photosynthesis increases, because at 6.3 X104erg.sec-1.cm -2
48
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the photochemical process limits the rate. The level finally reached is determined by the capacity of the diffusion process, which is indicated by the observation, mentioned already, that at a light intensity of 19.9 x 104 erg.sec -1 .
cm - 2 , after a dark period, photosynthesis and transpiration simultaneously
reach the steady rate.
V-4.

Q U A N T I T A T I V E ESTIMATION OF THE STOMATAL DIFFUSION RESISTANCE A N D

OF THE STOMATAL CONTROL OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS

The stomatal diffusion resistance for CO2 (rs,co2)> was calculated according to equations 33, 34, and 35, using the simultaneously measured rates of
photosynthesis and transpiration, and the leaf temperature. The stomatal
conductance is defined byl/rSjCç>2The stomatal diffusion resistance, the conductance, and the rate of photosynthesis are plotted in figs. 19-A and Bin relation to the CC>2-concentration
for a high light intensity and a low one (20.7 x 104 and 1.65 x 104 erg.sec -1 .
cm - 2 ). An interaction between stomatal opening, C02-concentration and light
intensity is clearly demonstrated : at the high light intensity, partial closure
begins at 0.04 % CO2 and is almost complete at 0.1 % CO2. At the low light
intensity, the stomatal resistance is much higher, and closure occurs already
between 0.01 % and 0.04 % C0 2 .
In the high light intensity experiment, photosynthesis is independent of
stomatal opening:between 0.04 % and 0 . 1 %CO2 the conductance decreases
by 37 %, while the rate of photosynthesis remains at the same level.
At the low light intensity, photosynthesis increases between 0.01 % and
i
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F I G . 19. Photosynthesis (P, in mm 3 C02.cm~ 2 .h- 1 ) ) stomatal diffusion resistance (r Sl C o 2 . in
secern - 1 ), and stomatal conductance (l/r s> C o 2 , in cm.sec - 1 ) in relation to CO2-.
concentration at two light intensities: 20.7x 10 4(fig. A) and 1.65 x 10 4 erg.sec - 1.cm - 2
(fig. B). Turnip; inlet air temperature 20.1° C.
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0.02%CO2,inspiteofadecreaseinconductance,apparentlybecause [C02] a [CO2jewincreasesrelativelymorethantheconductanceoftheentire diffusion
path decreases, sothat the product of conductance and concentration difference(i.e.thediffusion rate)increases.Themaximum rate ofphotosynthesis is
determined by the capacity of the photochemical process: the efficiency of
light energy conversion then ishigh, viz. 15.5%.
Therelationbetweenlightintensityandresistance, conductance, and photosynthesis
wasexaminedingreaterdetailfortheecologically important normal COa-concentration,
about0.03%.Theaveragedataobtainedwith
threeleaveswithhighratesof photosynthesis
atlight saturation are plotted infig.20. Stomatal conductance and photosynthesis both
increase withincreasing light intensities, but
at high intensities, conductance is less influenced than photosynthesis by increasing
light intensity: between 6.1 X104and 19.2 X
104erg.sec-1.cm -2 , conductanceincreasesby
20%, while photosynthesis does soby50 %.
Therefore, the increased rate of photosynthesis can only partially be due to increased
conductance.

\

Thedotted triangleatzerolightrefers to the stomatal conductance indarkness,
immediately afterillumination with 19.2x 104 erg.sec _1 xm -2 . On imposing
darkness, the recordings showed a sharp initial drop
in transpiration and temperature, in a way analogous
FIG. 20
3
2
to that observed
for
the 2change from 13.1x 104 to
Photosynthesis
(P,inmm
C02.cm~
.
4
_1
-1
0.65
x
10
erg.sec
.cm~
infig.18.Thereafter, temperhr ), stomatal diffusion
resistance
ature and transpiration gradually changed owing to
( s,co». in sec.cm-1), and stomatal
stomatal closure. From the temperature and transpiconductance (l/rs> co,, in cm.sec-1)
ration rate at the intersection of the steeply and gradinrelation tolightintensity.Turnip;
uallychangingpartsof thetimecurves,rs,co 2 and the
0.03% CO2; inlet air temperature
conductance were calculated. As expected, the con20.1°C.
ductance corresponds to the conductance at thehigh
light intensity, because in the short dark period the
stomatacouldnothave closed appreciably. This resultdemonstratesthatthemethod applied
allows correct estimation of the stomatal diffusion resistance.

Thedatainfig.20donotallow afurther analysis ofthestomatalcontrol of
photosynthesis,becausethediffusion capacityoftheleafisnot determinedby
thestomataldiffusion resistancealone,but alsobytheresistancesalong other
parts of the diffusion path. Acomparison between these resistances willnow
be attempted.
In the diffusion of CO2from the external air towards the reaction centre in
the chloroplasts, resistances are successively encountered in the external air,
in the stomata, in the intercellular space, and, in the dissolved state, in the
mesophyll cells.Therefore, equation 31canbeextended to
P =
52

[CQ 2 ] fl - [COsku
0 a + rsr+
s + rme)co2
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in which [CÖ2]chi represents the CCVconcentration in the chloroplasts, and
ra, rs, and r.me the resistances of the external air, the stomata including the
intercellular space, and the mesophyll cells, respectively. This equation demonstrates that an appreciable stomatal control of photosynthesis can be
expectedonlywhenrsconstitutesaconsiderablepartofthetotalresistance.
P and [CC>2]a can be determined experimentally, so that the sum of
the resistances can be calculated, applying equation 37, when [CÖ2]chi is
known.
UnderconditionsofC02-limitation (i.e. athighlight intensitiesinanatmosphere with relatively low C02-concentrations) an almost linear relation between the C02-concentration and the rate of photosynthesis was found (see
figs. 19 and 23) for C02-concentrations between zero and at least 0.03%.
Moreover,fig.19-Ashowsthat at highlightintensitiesthe stomatalresistance
remainsconstantbetweenzeroand0.04 % CO2.Assumingthatthemesophyll
resistance is independent of the CÜ2-concentration, the observed linear relation betweenthe C02-concentration in theexternal airand the rate ofphotosynthesisstrongly suggests that the CC^-concentration inthe chloroplasts
isapproximatelyzerounderconditionsofC02-limitation(cf. VAN DEN HONERT,
1930).Undertheseconditions,the sumofthediffusion resistancescan,therefore, becalculated,usingequation37.
The value of ra>H2o is known from evaporation experiments with leaf
models (equation 34)so that ra,co2 c a n De calculated according to
^H

2

O

fa,C02 = y;
'fa, H 2 0
J->C02

,, 0 x
(38)

Since rs, CO2is also k n o w n (equation 35), rme, C02is obtained by subtracting
('T» + f*)co2 from the sum of the resistances.
The cellwallmay beconsidered as an aqueous medium inwhich CO2dissolves. According
to VANDENHONERT (1930)theC02-concentration inthecellwallisinequilibrium withthat in
theairoftheintercellularspace.Theratiobetweenthetwoconcentrationsisdetermined bythe
absorption coefficient ofCO2in thecellwall.Wehaveconsidered thechange of concentration
at theair-cellboundary tobeduetopart ofthemesophyllresistance,sothatcorrectionscould
be omitted.
For severalreasons,thevalidityofequation 38isnotbeyond doubt.Thetransport of water
vapour and CO2in the external air stream can partly proceed by mass-exchange, due to turbulence of the air. In that case the ratio ra,cos Ira,HaO will becloser to unity than the ratio
Dmo IDcov Attemptsweremade todeterminethisrelationinexperimentswithleafmodels,
consisting of pieces of blotting paper saturated with water or potassium hydroxide
solution.
•RU,H2O was calculated according to equation 34, and, similarly, r a ,co a w a s derived from
{[C02]o- [CO2]KOH} / C02-uptake, in which [CO2]KOH, the CCVconcentration at the
surface of the leaf model, is assumed to be zero. Typical results are presented in Table XI.
Asexpected,ra>H8oand ra,coi both decreasewithincreasingflowrates,but theratior 0 ,co 2 /
ra.HaOincreases,whereasadecreasewas expected.Asimilareffect wasobserved by GRADMANN
(1923),usingdiscswithwater and KOH-solutioninthe open air.It maybedueto incomplete
absorption of CO2at the surface of the KOH-solution, so that the layer with zero C02-concentration isat somedistancebelow thesurface. That thismayeasily occurisindicated
bythe
fact-1that owingto thelow value of the4diffusion coefficient of CO2in water (0.16x 10 -4-1cm2.
sec ), a water layer of 1 x 0.16 x 10~ cm = 0.16[/.,represents a resistance of 1 sec.cm .
Notwithstanding theuncertainties discussed, equation 38has,sofar, been used for thecalculation ofra,co2,becausethechoiceofanyotherproportionality factor wouldhavebeenstill
more arbitrary. In future experiments, a rapid recirculation of the air in the assimilation
chamber is envisaged, resulting in smaller values of ra,co2, so that small errors in the calculation ofthisresistancewillhavelesseffect onthecalculation of rme,co2Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 59 (13), 1-68 (1959)
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TABLEXI. External air resistances, rŒ,H2oand ra,co2- determined from the evaporation
rate
and the COï-uptake of leaf models1 for two leaf areas (69 and 148cm2), and two
ratesofair supply (254and 385 l.rr ).
Leaf area
(cm 2 )

Air supply
(l.h-i)

Air velocity
(cm.sec - 1 )

fa,C0 2
(secern - 1 )

r«,HtO
(secern - 1 )

'a.HiäO

69
69

255
384

4.21
6.38

1.78
1.69

0.71
0.57

2.51
2.97

148
148

253
387

2.70
4.13

2.16
2.03

1.03
0.88

2.11
2.31

Infig.21,the stomatal resistance of different leaves has been plotted against
light intensity, while in separate columns the values of the resistance in the
mesophyll and in the external air are indicated. All experiments were made in
air with 0.03 % CO2. At high light intensities, i.e. when the capacity of the
diffusion process limits the rate of photosynthesis, rme is from 1to 4 times rs,
sothat rmeisan important rate-determiningfactor under these conditions. At
high light intensities the variation of rme is much larger than that of rs, indicating that differences in the photosynthetic rate of the various leaves are
due mainly to differences in mesophyll resistance.
Under conditions of C02-limitation, the effect of partial closure of the
stomata (as e.g. induced by water shortage) on photosynthesis is mainly determined by the ratio {rme + ra) / rs. The lowest value observed of this ratio is
about 1. In that case, doubling of the stomatal resistance causes a decrease of
one third in the rate of photosynthesis. For (rme +
+ l'a) Irs = 4, the decrease is only one sixth for doubling of the stomatal resistance, (see equation 37).
Under conditions of light limitation, variations in
stomatal resistance affect the rate of photosynthesis
only when the diffusion capacity issmallas compared
•B 4 0
with the maximum rate of the photochemical process
attheprevailinglightintensity.Forreasons of comparison, it has been tentatively assumed that the mesophyll resistance does not change with light intensity.
The maximum diffusion capacityatvariouslightintensities was then calculated according to equation 37 for
[C02]<j = 0.03 % and ra = 1 secern -1 , whilers was

.-<>(-;

-h*

FIG. 21
Stomatal diffusion resistance
(rSjC02)inrelation tolightintensity.Inseparatecolumnsexternal
airresistance (ra,co%), and mesophyll resistance (rme,coJTurnip; 0.03% CO2; inlet air
temperature 20.3°C.

x 104 «rg . l t e ' .
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takenfrom theaverage curveoffig.21.Two values ofrme were used, viz.2and
10secern - 1 , whileinallcases [C02]chiwas assumed tobezero. The maximum
rate of the photochemical process was calculated assuming a quantum efficiency of0.1.Thenumber ofEinsteins (A) absorbed perincident ergbyaleaf
with average absorption characteristics (seeTable V)wasused in the calculation. Thus, for an incident intensity I erg.sec _1 .cm -2 , I x A x 0.1 moles
C0 2 .sec- 1 .cm- 2 are absorbed, or I x A x 0.1 x 22.4 x 106 x 3600mm 3
CO2.cm-2.h- 1 .
The maximum diffusion rate, andthe maximum rate of the photochemical
process are plotted against the light intensity infig.22 (seealso TableXII).
In thecase of low rme, when thediffusion capacityislargelydetermined bythe
stomatal resistance, the maximum rate of diffusion is much greater than that
of the photochemical process at limiting light intensities. Consequently, a
considerable degree of stomatal closure will not affect the rate of photosynthesis under these conditions. This is expressed for a number of light intensities by the ratio r's jrs in Table XII, in which r's represents the stomatal
resistance at which thediffusion capacity would just allow themaximum rate
of the photochemical process.
The calculated differences between themaximum rates ofthe photochemical
process and the maximum diffusion rate are in accordance
300
with the rapid equilibration of
photosynthesis on stepwise increase in light intensity (fig. 18),
discussed at p. 48.
It may be concluded that appreciablestomatalcontrolofphoE
E
tosynthesiscanbeexpected under
v—'
conditions of C02-limitation at
relatively lowvalues of themesophyll resistance: The influence
of the stomata is relatively small
at limiting light intensities, and
at high values of the mesophyll
resistance under conditions of
C02-limitation.
V-5. DISCUSSION

The calculation of the total
diffusion resistance from the rate
of photosynthesis under CO2limiting conditions and the difference between the C02-concentrations in the external air
and in the chloroplasts, was
based on the assumptions that
theC02-concentrationinthechloroplasts approaches zero, and
that, inthe mesophyll cells,CO2

x 10 erg . sec . cm

FIG. 22.Comparison between themaximum rate
of the photochemical process (straight
line) andthatofthediffusion processfor,
respectively, a low mesophyll resistance
(fulldrawn curve)andahigh one (broken
curve), as a function of light intensity.
Turnip;0.03%CO2;inletairtemperature
20.3°C.
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TABLEXII. Comparison between the maximum rates of thephotochemical processand the
diffusion process, and between the mean observed stomatal resistance (rs,cOz,
taken from fig.21)and the resistance (/•'«,c o j inducingequal rates of thephotochemical and the diffusion process at a number of light intensities. Maximum
diffusion-1ratecalculated accordingto- 1equation 37for [CO2U= 0.03%,ra,coi =
1secern ,andrme = 2and 10sec.cm respectively.Maximumrateofthephotochemical process calculated from the number of Einsteins absorbed per incident
ergfor an averageleaf (Table V)and for a quantum efficiency $ = 0.1.
Light intensity
(x 104erg.sec-1.
cm -2 )

0.5

1

2

4

5

6

8

12

20

re,co 2 (secern-1)

22.0

12.0

7.0

4.6

4.15

3.8

3.2

3.0

2.7

3.35

2.80

2.10

1.39

1.18

1.03

0.85

0.59

0.37

r's.coz(secern-1)

81

39

18

7.5

5.5

4.0

2.2

0.5

r's,co2/ fs.coa

3.7

3.3

2.6

1.6

1.3

1.05

0.69

0.17

diffusion rate
photochem. rate

2.53

1.84

1.17

0.68

0.56

0.47

0.37

0.25

»•'«.coa(secern-1)

73

31

10

r's,co2/rs,co2

3.3

2.6

1.4

1

1
II

=1

diffusion rate
photochem. rate

iH

1

E
0

0.15

0
II
W

*

is transported by diffusion. The validity of the latter supposition has been
questioned, e.g. by ROMELL (1927), STÂLFELT (1935), and VERDUIN (1954).
Indeed, the process may not be as simple as the dissolution of CO2inthe wet
cell walls, followed by its diffusion towards the chloroplasts-. Adsorption phenomena and chemical absorption by cell constituents may occur, but ultimately they will also depend upon the CCVconcentration, and the complex
formed must be transported to the chloroplasts. For the present purpose,
the nature of the process is immaterial if it has a linear relation to the CO2concentration. The diffusion resistance of the mesophyll then simply includes
an additional factor, viz., the reciprocal of the proportionality factor of the
CCVdependent process.
The linear relation between photosynthesis and external C02-concentration
under conditions of C02-limitation (see section V-4), indicates that the rate of
each partial process, active in the transport of CO2, indeed is proportional to
the CC>2-concentration. Moreover, it is not improbable that C02-transport in
the mesophyll cellsis simply due to diffusion; in experiments with Hormidium,
VAN DEN HONERT (1930) found that the observed rate of photosynthesis under
conditions of CCVlimitation corresponds to the diffusion rate as calculated
from the dimensions of the diffusion path, when the cell was considered as an
aqueous medium, and [CO2]cu was assumed to be zero.
The assumption that [C02,]chi is approximately zero and the observation
that a linear relation between photosynthesis and [CO2U starts at C02-concentrations very close to zero (seebelow), seems contrary to data of GABRIEL56
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SEN(1948, 1949) and HEATH (1949). GABRIELSEN, in closed and open circuits,
and HEATH, inopen circuits with air flushed over orthrough aleaf,found that
in theexternal aira minimum CCVconcentration ofabout 0.009 %wasmaintained, irrespective of theinitial CC>2-concentration. Theauthors considered
this as a threshold concentration, below which no photosynthesis occurs. It
seems, however, that this concentration intheexternal air does not represent
[CÖ2]chi- Inaclosed circuit, e.g., [CO^CM willbelower than thesteady state
value of [CO2]a, andthedifference between these concentrations will increase
with increasing respiration rate and with increasing diffusion resistance between the average site of respiration and the chloroplasts. As expected, the
equilibrium value of [CO2]a was found toincrease with increasing respiration
rate by EGLE and SCHENK (1953).
In our open system, the C02-exchange of leaves wasmeasured in rapidly
flowing air, avoiding large CCVgradients along the leaf. Typical results obtained inlowC02-concentrations at anincident light intensity of4.05 X104
erg.sec _1 .cm -2 arerepresented infig.23.Even atvery lowCCVconcentrations
the rate ofphotosynthesis increases linearly with increasing [CO2]a, suggesting that [CÖ2]chi wasvery lowinthese experiments.
The occurrence of very low
C02-concentrations in the chlo50 i roplastsimplies that the equilibriuminthefirstchemical reaction
of CO2is largely at the side of
thereaction products.In modern
concepts of photosynthesis, this
30 first chemical stepisareactionof
E
CO2withribulose diphosphateto
form phosphoglyceric acid. This
reaction was observed byJAKOBY,'
BRUMMOND and OCHOA (1956),
andbyWEISSBACH,HORECKER and
HURWITZ (1956) in enzyme pre-

parations from spinach leaves.
No indications could beobtained
0.02
for its reversibility, suggesting
that the steady state concentration ofCO2inthechloroplasts is
very low during photosyntheFIG. 23.Rate of photosynthesis atlowCO2-C011sis.
centrations. Turnip;
lightintensity4.05x
lO^erg.sec^.cm-2; inlet air temperature
The assumptions, made above
20.3°C.
in calculating thesumofthe diffusion resistances seem, therefore, acceptable. Certain advantages ofour method are:Thediffusion resistance of the stomata is obtained in absolute units during their normal, undisturbed operation; synchronous and simultaneous measurements of this
resistance and of photosynthesis and transpiration is possible, eliminating
the influence of individual differences between leaves; the mean stomatal
resistance of the whole leaf is determined, andthe stomatal resistance can be
compared quantitatively with other resistances along thediffusion path.
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 59(13),1-68(1959)
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Many conflicting data on stomatal control of photosynthesis are found in
the literature, see the reviews by STÂLFELT (1935) and RABINOWITCH (1951).
In most cases, however, the stomatal diffusion resistance was not determined
quantitatively. Consequently, comparisons with the resistances in other parts
of the diffusion path cannot be made, and moreover, comparison between the
capacity of the diffusion process and the rate of the photochemical process at
the prevailing light intensity is impossible. In that case, a correlation between
stomatal opening and photosynthesis is observed, when both increase with
increasing light intensities, but it is obvious that this correlation has no significance in limiting the rate of photosynthesis when the photochemical process
determines the photosynthetic rate.
In experiments on the influence of water supply on stomatal opening and
photosynthesis, asimultaneouschangeofthestomataland mesophyll resistances
may give rise to erroneous conclusions regarding the effect of stomatal opening
on photosynthesis. PISEKand WINKLER (1956)e.g., worked with leaves saturated
with water at the beginning of the experiments, and measured photosynthesis
and stomatal opening during water loss. A parallelism between photosynthesis
and stomatal opening-was observed. At first both increased until an optimum
was reached;with increasing water deficit both decreased again until finally the
stomata werecompletelyclosedandphotosynthesis stopped. PISEKand WINKLER
concluded from these observations that the influence of water deficit upon
photosynthesis isdueto an effect upon stomatal opening. This conclusion, however,is not justified. Comparison of thephotosynthetic rates for the same stomatal width in the opening and closing phase respectively (loc. cit.fig.6), shows
that the photosynthetic rate in the opening phase is 2.4 to 3.5 times that in the
closingphase.Aplausible explanation isthat water lossbrought about a greater
increase in mesophyll resistance than in stomatal resistance.
The most extensive experiments on stoinatal control of photosynthesis at
different light intensities are those of STÂLFELT (1935). At light saturation, photosynthesis was correlated with stomatal opening, which suggests an important
stomatal control of photosynthesis. However, different degrees of stomatal
openingwereobtainedbyexposingtheplantstodifferent degreesofhumidity and
to different light intensities prior totheexperiments,sothatthe water balance of
theleavesunderinvestigation wasdifferent. Consequently, not onlythe stomatal
resistance but also the mesophyll resistance may have been different, and the
causal relationship between stomatal opening and photosynthesis may have
been less obvious than is suggested by STÂLFELT'S results. The true relation can
only be discovered when the various diffusion resistances are compared.
SinceBROWNand ESCOMBE'S(1900)fundamental investigationsintothe nature
of the stomatal diffusion process, the diffusion capacity of widely opened stomata has usually been calculated from idealized dimensions, or from data obtained by the porometer technique, e.g. by MASKELL (1928), PENMAN and SCHOFIELD (1951), and VERDUIN (1954). Simultaneous measurements of photosynthesis have not been made, but comparison between the maximum diffusion
capacity for a drop of 0.03%CO2in the stomata and actually observed rates of
photosynthesis showed that, duringphotosynthesis, theCCVconcentration drop
in the stomata was small ascompared with the concentration in the external air,
indicatingahighmesophyllresistance. HILLand WHITTINGHAM(1955)compared
rates of transpiration and photosynthesis, observed by BROWN and ESCOMBE
in separate experiments and under different conditions. In Helianthus leaves,
58
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they found the mesophyll resistance to be 14 times the stomatal resistance.
PENMAN and SCHOFIELD (1951) estimated the total water loss and dry matter
production of an acre of turf under outdoor conditions over an entire season.
They compared the "transpiration ratio" (weight of water lost/dry matter produced)withtheratiotranspiration/photosynthesis = DH 2O([H2O]tnt- [H2O]a)l
^ c o 2 ([C02]a- [CO2W),(see equations 31and 32),inwhich the water vapour
concentrationswereestimated,frommeteorological data.For [CO2]a-[CO2 ]int=
0.03 % CO2, the ratio transpiration/photosynthesis was much smaller than the
transpiration ratio, which is based on the actually measured dry matter production, sothat the CC«2-concentrationin the intercellular space must have been
close to the external C02-concentration. PENMAN and SCHOFIELD estimated that
for favourable outdoor conditions rme, co 2 /'"s,co2 = 30 and for normal conditions this ratio might even be 100. It seems, however, that rme was greatly
overestimated, because the calculationswerebased on the assumption that the
diffusion process waslimiting the rate of photosynthesis. During a large part of
the season, however, the light intensity willhave been the limiting factor, resulting in a high C02-concentration in the intercellular space, because the concentration near the chloroplasts will then be above zero.
Very careful calculations of the stomatal resistance at different stomatal
apertures were made for Zebrina leaves by BANGE (1953). We have calculated
'-«,co2and the diffusion capacity for a concentration drop of 0.03%CO2in the
stomata from his data (Table XIII). The resistance of widely opened stomata is
ofthesameorder ofmagnitude asfound inour experiments,whilethe maximum
diffusion capacity is much higher than the rates actually observed in 0.03 %
CO2,again indicating a high mesophyll resistance.
TABLEXIII. Stomatal diffusion resistance (r s ,co 2 ) and stomatal diffusion capacity inZebrina
leavesfor [C02]a - [C02]«B( = 0.03%.Derived from BANGE(1953).
Stomatal aperture(yï)

2.5

5

7.5

10

12.5

15

17.5

20

rs.cOüCsecxm-1)

6.40

4.10

3.08

2.50

2.14

1.89

1.70

1.53

Stomatal diffusion capacity
(mm3C02.cm-2.h"1)

148

230

306

380

458

500

558

618

The effect of CO2upon stomatal opening has been investigated by LINSBAUER
(1917), CHAPMAN, COOK and THOMPSON (1924), SCARTH (1932), FREUDENBERGER (1940), HEATH (1950), HEATH and MILTHORPE (1950), SCARTH and SHAW
(1951), HEATH and RUSSELL (1954). Most of these investigators compared the
opening in normal air (0.03 % CO2) with that in very low (usually zero) or
very high C02-concentrations. In general, increase in CC>2-concentration induced stomatal closure. HEATH and RUSSELL (1954&) applied different light intensities and a seriesofphotosynthetically interesting CC>2-concentrations(zero,
0.010, 0.017, 0.029, 0.049, and 0.084% CO2). In wheat, they found similar
interactions between C02-concentration, light intensity, and stomatal resistance
(measured withtheporometer technique)asobserved inthepresent experiments.
At the highest light intensity (800 ft-c from a 500 W projector lamp which
approximately equals 3.6 x 104 erg.sec_1.cm~"2), the lowestresistance was observed, and it remained constant between zero and 0.049 % CO2. At 90 ft-c,
a gradual increase of the resistance began already at 0.01 %CO2.
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CHAPTER VI

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Photosynthesis depends onthe temperature, the light intensity, and the CO2concentration in the chloroplasts; the experimental conditions actually measured should allowanapproximation oftheconditions insitu,cf. Chapter III,
Under conditions of CC«2-limitation, one should know the effective COä-concentrations in the air streams along the upper and lower leaf sides, ceff,uand
ceff,b respectively, which concentrations determine the rate of photosynthesis.
Normally, however, only the CCVconcentrations in the total mass of incoming
and outgoing air are known, and the CCVconcentration around the leaf is then
assumed to be characterized by the arithmetic mean, c, of these concentrations.
It has been shown that c approaches ceff,uand cg//,& satisfactorily only when
high flow rates are applied arid when care is taken to ensure a reproducible
position of the leaf in the centre plane of the assimilation chamber.
In agreement with HOOVER, JOHNSTON and BRACKETT (1933), C02-limitation
wasfound to occur up to 0.1%CO2at high light intensities and at about 23°C.
Therefore, CO2will limit photosynthesis in experiments carried out in normal
air (containing about 0.03 % CO2) at high light intensities. The observed rates
of photosynthesis then will depend ontherateof airsupply and on the position
of the leaf in the assimilation chamber, see HEINICKE and HOFFMAN (1933), and
DECKER (1947).

According to VERDUIN and LOOMIS (1944), however, photosynthesis at high
lightintensities shouldnotbeappreciably limited byCO2,evenat concentrations
considerably below normal. They measured photosynthesis ofmaizeleaves (70130cm2), enclosed in cellophane envelopes and provided with normal air at a
rate of 0.74-1.37 l.cm~ 2 .h -1 . The rate of photosynthesis per unit leaf area was
plotted against the residual C02-content of the air stream for all experiments at
light intensities of 4000 ft-c or more (loc. cit. fig. 6, p.289). Photosynthesis was
inversely related to residual C02-content, while the slope of the curve was only
slightly affected by the degree of depletion, from which the authors concluded
that "photosynthesis was affected surprisingly little" even by 70% depletion.
This conclusion, however, is not justified, since the relation was derived from
experiments with different leaves, while the experimental conditions, e.g. the
leaf area, the initial C02-concentration, and the position of the leaves in the
cellophane envelopes, were not kept constant. No information on the influence
of the C02-concentration in a single leaf was obtained. Qualitatively, the relation observed canbeexplained onlybyan irreproducible position oftheleaves
in the envelopes (cf. Chapter III), and by differences in the photosynthetic activity of various leaves. According to the viewpoints developed in Chapter IV,
these differences probably are due to different diffusion resistances, so that the
rate of diffusion in the separate leaves then depends on the CC«2-concentration.
At high light intensities, the leaf temperature may deviate considerably from
the temperature of the air or of the wall, so that, particularly under CO2- and
light saturating conditions,when the rate of photosynthesis is strongly affected
by temperature (Chapter IV), measurement and control of leaf temperature are
necessary. Under C02-limiting conditions and at moderate temperatures, the
rate ofphotosynthesis isalmostindependent oftemperature. Excessive temperatures, however, should be avoided also under these conditions, because other60
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wise even negative rates of apparent photosynthesis may be measured or irreversible damage to the plants may occur (TRANQUILLINI, 1954). Furthermore,
increased transpiration by the action of high temperatures, combined with insufficient water supply to the leaves, may result in a decreased rate of photosynthesis (ASHTON, 1956).
Theneedforaccuratecontrolandmeasurement oftheexperimental conditions
is evidenced by comparing experiments on the influence of the C02-concentration upon photosynthesis at ambient temperatures of about 23°C (Chapter
IV).Withhigherplants,intheexperiments of HOOVER, JOHNSTONand BRACKETT
(1933) and in those presented in Chapter IV, did CC«2-saturation occur at low
C02-concentrations (about 0.1 %),as observed by VAN DEN HONERT (1930) for
Hormidium. In the other investigations reviewed, much higher values were reported, which may have been due either to inadequate air supply or to insufficient control of leaf temperature.
The combined measurements of photosynthesis, transpiration, and leaf temperature (Chapter V)areuseful inthat thediffusion resistances indifferent parts
of the diffusion path can be computed quantitatively. For thelimited number of
plants so far used, it has been found that photosynthesis is affected relatively
little by the stomata under conditions of C02-limitation, because the mesophyll
resistance was usually high as compared with the stomatal resistance. Under
these conditions, differences in photosynthetic activity between different plants
were due mainly to variation in the mesophyll resistance, so that the latter
seems to be an important rate-determining factor.
Diffusion takes place through a series of resistances, and the concept that the
rate is determined by the sum of these resistances implies that transpiration (T)
depends upon the stomatal opening more than photosynthesis (P). For a given
set of experimental conditions, and under CCVlimitation, the relation between
P and T is determined by the ratio (ra + rs) / (ra + rs + rme), cf. PENMAN and
SCHOFIELD (1951), so that plants utilizing water economically are expected to
show high ratio values. It seems, therefore, that the application to other species of the principles outlined in Chapter V, might give valuable information
concerning the factors determining the production capacity and the water
economy in crop plants.
SUMMARY
The present paper deals with experiments designed to analyse the photosynthetic activity of crop plants. The following features are successively discussed:
technical requirements and details of the experimental set-up, the influence of
light intensity, CCVconcentration, and leaf temperature on photosynthesis of
cucumber, tomato, spinach, turnip, and sugar beet, the effect of light intensity
and CC«2-concentration on the stomatal diffusion resistance, and the stomatal
control of photosynthesis.
Theexperimental set-up (Chapter II) allowsthe simultaneous and continuous
measurement of the rate of photosynthesis (infrared gas analyzer), the transpiration rate (lithium chloride hygrometer), and the temperature (thermocouples)
of a singleleaf,attached totheplant. The set-upwasdesigned to obtain accurate
measurement and independent variation of light intensity, CO2- and water
vapour concentration ofthe air, and leaf temperature.
Theoretical considerations showed that high rates of air supply and a reproMeded. Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen 59(13), 1-68 (1959)
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ducible position of the leaf in a narrow assimilation chamber are required in
order to obtain accurate estimates of the average CC>2-concentration. The temperature-increasing effect of light was reduced by the use of assimilation chamberswith double,water-cooled walls, and by reduction of the infrared radiation
of the light source, resulting also in increased accuracy of the temperature
measurement (Chapter 111).
Thelight,incidentupontheleaf,wasmeasuredinabsoluteunits. Computation
of the number of Einsteins absorbed per unit incident energy and per unit of
illuminance (ft-c, lux)provided a quantitative demonstration of the well-known
fact that the light conditions should not be expressed in photometric units. In
order to facilitate the comparison of the present experiments with those in
which photometric units are used, the relation between absolute and photometric units was computed for a large number of light sources (Chapter III,
Tables IV and V).
For leaf temperatures between 21 and 24°C, C02-saturation of photosynthesis was reached in a gas phase containing approximately 0.1 % CO2. The
higher values observed by several investigators at about the same ambient temperature, are to be ascribed to low rates of air supply or insufficient control of
leaf temperature (Chapter IV).
Thediffusion resistances in the external air, in the stomata, and in the mesophyll cells were computed from the simultaneously and continuously measured
temperature, transpiration, and photosynthesis of a single leaf, and from evaporation experiments with leaf models (Chapter V-2).
Time curves of transpiration, leaf temperature, and photosynthesis, following
a change in light intensity, and of transpiration following a change inCC>2-concentration, reflect the time course of stomatal opening. These experiments
showed that the time course of photosynthesis was not determined by the stomatal reaction when the light intensity was stepwise increased in the range of
light limitation. At high light intensities, given immediately after a dark period
in which the stomata had been closed, however, the time course of photosynthesiswasdetermined bythe opening reaction ofthe stomata (Chapter V-3).
In normal air, the stomatal conductance increased linearly with light intensity
between zero and 6 X104 erg.sec _1 .cm _2 . At a light intensity of 20 X104 erg.
sec -1 ,cm - 2 , the maximum conductance was observed in C02-concentrations
between zero and 0.04 %, while a partial closure of the stomata occurred at
CCVconcentrations between 0.04 %and 0.1 %.At a light intensity of 1.65 X104
erg.sec^.cm -2 , a lower value of the stomatal conductance was found, and the
closing reaction occurred already between 0.01 % and 0.04 % CO2 (Chapter
V-4).
Itfollows from acomparison ofthemaximumcapacity ofthediffusion process
and the maximum rate of the photochemical process at a given light intensity,
that, under conditions of light limitation, a considerable closure of the stomata
may occurwithoutan effect ontherate ofphotosynthesis. Underlight saturation
and at normal C02-concentrations, the rate of diffusion determines the rate of
photosynthesis, but the stomatal control depends upon the relation between the
stomatal resistance (rs) and the sum of the resistances in the external air, in the
stomata, and in the mesophyll cells (ra + rs + rme). In the leaves used so far,
the ratio (ra + rs + rme)/rs ranged between 1 and 5. For the latter value,
doubling of the stomatal diffusion resistance results in a decrease in the photosynthetic rate of only 16%.In the leaves used, variation in the value ofthe ratio
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wasmainly due to variation in the mesophyll resistance. An examination of the
relevant literature suggest that the relatively high valueand the great variability
of the mesophyll resistance is a widespread phenomenon. Consequently, the
mesophyll resistance seems to be an important yield-determining factor in crop
plants (Chapter V-4).
For leaves with an adequate water supply, transpiration depends upon the
sum of the diffusion resistances in the external air and in the stomata, while,
underconditionsofC02-limitation, therateofdiffusion ofCO2from the external
air towards the chloroplasts is governed by the sum of these resistances and the
mesophyll resistance. Consequently, transpiration is more dependent on the
stomatal condition than is photosynthesis. In this connection, the method
employed offers possibilities for a quantitative analysis of the water economy
of crop plants.
SAMENVATTING
Het doel van het beschreven onderzoek is de meting van de photosynthèse bij
cultuurgewassen. Achtereenvolgens worden besproken:bijzonderheden van de
apparatuur envandemethodiek;deinvloed vandelichtintensiteit, dekoolzuurconcentratie en de bladtemperatuur op de photosynthèse van komkommer,
tomaat, spinazie, stoppelknol en suikerbiet; de invloed van ücht en koolzuur
op de diffusieweerstand van de huidmondjes en de invloed van deze weerstand
op de photosynthèse.
Dephotosynthèse, de transpiratie en de temperatuur van een aan de plant bevestigd blad werden gelijktijdig en continu gemeten, respectievelijk met de
infrarood-absorptiemethodiek, met een lithiumchloride-hygrometer en met
thermokoppels (Hoofdstuk II). De proeven werden ingericht op nauwkeurige
meting en onafhankelijke variatie van de lichtintensiteit, het koolzuur- en
waterdampgehalte van de lucht en van de bladtemperatuur.
Op grond van theoretische overwegingen werd aangetoond dat een grote
stroomsnelheid van de lucht en een reproduceerbare positie van het blad in de
assimilatiekamer noodzakelijk zijn voor een nauwkeurige bepaling van het
gemiddelde C02-gehalte van de lucht in de assimilatiekamer. De temperatuurverhogende werking van licht werd beperkt door de toepassing van assimilatiekamers met dubbele, met water gekoelde wanden. Hierdoor werd eveneens een
nauwkeuriger meting van de bladtemperatuur verkregen (Hoofdstuk III).
Het ingestraalde licht werd in absolute eenheden gemeten. Meting van de
lichtsterkte in photometrische eenheden (lux, foot-candle) isniet aan te bevelen,
hetgeen werd aangetoond door de berekening van het aantal geabsorbeerde
Einsteins per eenheid van ingestraalde lichtenergie en per lux en ft-c. Ter vergelijking van de beschreven proeven met experimenten waarin photometrische
eenheden worden gebruikt, werd de relatie tussen absolute en photometrische
eenheden voor verschillende lichtbronnen berekend (Hoofdstuk III, Tabellen
IV enV).
Bijbladtemperaturen van 21tot 24°Cenhogelichtintensiteitentrad koolzuurverzadiging op bij een concentratie van ongeveer 0.1%CO2in de lucht buiten
het blad. De hogere koolzuurconcentraties die hiervoor door verschillende onderzoekers werden gevonden, zijn waarschijnlijk het gevolg van een te lage
stroomsnelheid van delucht, of van onvoldoende beheersing van de bladtemperatuur (Hoofdstuk IV).
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Kwalitatieve gegevens over deinvloed van de lichtintensiteit en hetCC>2-gehaltevandelucht opdeopeningstoestand vandehuidmondjes werdenverkregendoor detranspiratiesnelheid endebladtemperatuur in afhankelijkheid van
dezefactoren temeten. In overeenstemming metliteratuurgegevens, bleeklicht
deopening,CO2desluitingvandehuidmondjes tebevorderen(HoofdstukV-3).
Vergelekenmethetphotosyntheseproces,reageren dehuidmondjes langzaam
op een verandering in lichtintensiteit of CXVgehalte. De stomataire regeling
vandephotosynthèsekondaarom kwalitatief worden beoordeeld door hetverloopvandetranspiratie,debladtemperatuur, endephotosynthèsetevervolgen
na eenverandering van delichtintensiteit. Bij een trapsgewijze verhoging van
delichtintensiteit binnen hetgebiedvanlichtlimiteringderphotosynthèse,bleek
deverandering van de photosynthesesnelheid niet te worden bepaald door de
reactie van de huidmondjes. Dit was wel het geval wanneer na een donkerperiode,waarin dehuidmondjes gesloten waren,plotseling eenhogelichtintensiteitwerdgegeven(Hoofdstuk V-3).
Voor de kwantitatieve beoordeling van de openingstoestand van de huidmondjesenvandestomataireregelingvandephotosynthèse,werdende diffusieweerstanden in de lucht buiten het blad, in dehuidmondjes inclusief de intercellulaire ruimte, en in de mesophylcellen berekend. De berekeningen waren
gebaseerd op de gelijktijdig en ononderbroken gemeten bladtemperaturen en
photosynthèse- en transpiratiesnelheden en op de in afzonderlijke proeven gemetenevaporatiesnelheid vanbladmodellen (Hoofdstuk V-2).
Innormaleluchtnamhetgeleidingsvermogenvandehuidmondjes rechtlijnig
toemetverhogingvandelichtintensiteit tot 6x 104erg.sec-1,cm-2. Bij20x104
erg.sec-1.cm -2 werd het grootste geleidingsvermogen waargenomen in CO2concentratiestussennulen0.04%,terwijleengedeeltelijke sluitingvandehuidmondjes optrad tussen 0.04% en 0.1% CO2. Bij een lagere lichtintensiteit
(1.65X104erg.sec-1.cm-2)washet geleidingsvermogen kleiner, terwijl sluiting
reedsoptrad tussen0.01% en0.04% C0 2 (Hoofdstuk V-4).
Uit eenvergelijking van demaximale capaciteit van het diffusieproces ende
maximalesnelheidvanhetphotochemischeprocesbijeenreeksvanlichtintensiteitenbleekdatbijlichtlimiteringeenaanzienlijkematevansluitingvandehuidmondjes kan optreden voordat dephotosynthèsewordtbeïnvloed. BijlichtverzadigingennormaleC02-concentraties,werddephotosynthesesnelheid bepaald
doordecapaciteit vanhetdiffusieproces. Deinvloedvandehuidmondjes hangt
danechterafvandeverhoudingtussendediffusieweerstand inde huidmondjes
(rs)endesomvandeweerstandenindeluchtbuitenhetblad,indehuidmondjes
eninde mesophylcellen (ra + rs + rme). Totdusverrewerdenvoordeverhouding (ra + rs + rme)/rswaarden tussen 1 en5 gevonden.Bijdelaatstewaarde
veroorzaakt eenverdubbeling vanrs,slechts 16%vermindering van dephotosynthesesnelheid. Bij de onderzochte bladen bleek devariatie van debovengenoemde verhouding voornamelijk te worden veroorzaakt door verschillen in
rme.Uit eenoverzichtvanliteratuurgegevens bleekdat dezeschommelingen en
de betrekkelijk hoge waarden van rmealgemeen voorkomen. Deze weerstand
lijktdaaromeenbelangrijke opbrengstbepalendefactor tezijn(Hoofdstuk V-4).
Bij een goede vochtvoorziening van het blad, wordt de transpiratiesnelheid
geregeld door de som van de diffusieweerstanden in de buitenlucht en in de
huidmondjes, terwijl bij C02-limitering de photosynthèse wordt bepaald door
desomvandezezelfde weerstanden endemesophylweerstand. De transpiratie
wordt daarom meer door dehuidmondjes beïnvloed dan dephotosynthèse. In
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ditverbandbiedtdetoegepastemethodiekperspectievenvoorde analysevande
watereconomievancultuurgewassen.
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